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ABSTRACT
SHIFTING IDENTITIES:
PROFESSORIAL IDENTIFICATION DURING COVID-19

Building on existing studies of identification, this paper melds crisis research with studies
of identity to understand how crises influence workplace identities. To accomplish this, the study
addresses two research questions: (a) How are professors’ identities enacted during the COVID19 crisis? And, how, if at all, does university rhetoric shape the enactment of identity during the
COVID-19 crisis? This paper uses qualitative methods to get rich descriptions of professorial
identities allowing research to get at the heart of how changes during the pandemic affected
professors’ organizational, personal, professional, and workgroup identities. Overall, this study
shows the pandemic encouraged professors to centralize identities around professionalism to
justify the new dangers and labor that came with the pandemic. Likewise, the study shows that
university rhetoric facilitated this shift to convince professors to uphold pre-pandemic
instructional norms. This study also shows during prolonged crises, workers augment their
professional identities with the ways they help the organization overcome the crisis, increasing
identity salience. This study advances communication literature by including psychoanalysis into
identification research to critically evaluate emerging identities during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Keywords: crisis communication, organizational identification, psychoanalysis, critical
theory, COVID-19, identity management
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Chapter 1: Introduction
At the time of this writing, the COVID-19 pandemic is starting to ease as the spread of
the Delta variant has slowed, and more of the population has become vaccinated. With a current
worldwide death count of 6.1 million (World Health Organization, 2022) the realities of the
pandemic are disconcerting. As life slowly returns to normal and employees venture back into
their offices from working remotely, they may still face feelings of unease. That said, many
front-line workers have been back at work and directly interacting with customers, clients, and
constituents since the onset of the pandemic including teachers and professors.
Many employees in traditionally safe professions have faced unexpected organizational
safety challenges associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the brief shutdown in March
and April of 2020, narratives placing economic stability at odds with public health policies have
slowly undermined public health initiatives. For example, in May of 2020, the Lieutenant
Governor of Texas suggested that at-risk populations can protect themselves from COVID-19
without a nationwide shut-down—opening the floodgates for widespread state reopenings
(Weber, 2020). This subsequently increased the spread of COVID-19. By June of 2020, Texas
had hit the record for the highest number of daily cases (Bloomberg, 2020). Shockingly, a
Statista poll published over the summer of 2020 found that 53% of Americans supported
resuming work even if the pandemic was not fully contained (Roper, 2020). Months after the
lockdown most states reopened or began implementing reopening plans despite infection rates
reaching all-time highs (New York Times, 2020). Some reopenings were caused by government
mandates requiring essential businesses like meatpacking facilities, PPE factories, and groceries
to stay open (Seville, 2020). However, in less central fields many employees were given a
choice—keep working online, or come back to the office (Industry Week, 2020). While staying
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home to maximize safety may seem like the rational choice, many workers chose to return
anyway.
In higher education, most universities were theoretically capable of transitioning most
classes online using Zoom videoconferencing and other innovative technologies. However, for
the 2020/2021 academic year 10% of universities in the US were fully online and 4% were fully
in-person—leaving 86% of universities employing some mix of in-person and online instruction
(“Here’s our list,” 2020). In this hybrid model, universities reopened allowing students to
experience traditional elements of college while professors and administrators negotiated who
would teach face-to-face (Lu et al., 2020). This forces professors to either shift curriculum
designed to be taught face-to-face online or grapple with new safety concerns face-to-face.
The complexities of teaching during COVID-19 opened the door for new questions about
dangerous labor. The COVID-19 pandemic inscribed danger to a field primarily viewed as safe,
forcing professors to adjust within the crisis. In a study published in The Chronicle of Higher
Education (2020) a mere 53% of professors reported feeling as if their university had safety as a
top priority. For the other 47% of professors, universities appeared to prioritize their bottom line
by keeping dorms open, mandating in-person instruction, and deemphasizing safety measures.
Likewise, the Chronicle (2020) study also found that 82% of professors reported a workload
increase since the start of the pandemic, and 33% reported feeling extremely stressed since the
pandemic. In many cases, universities lacked a plan to quickly switch to virtual instruction—
forcing professors to figure it out for themselves. The culmination of these added stressors was
that nearly a third of professors had seriously considered changing careers since the pandemic’s
inception (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2020).
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Professors wanting to change careers is somewhat unexpected. Ashforth and Johnson
(2001) explained that individuals derive a sense of self from where they work. As a result, their
career becomes an important point of self-description, so people prefer not to change careers
because it sacrifices a part of their previous identity. In fact, Ugboro and Obeng (2015) found
that professors identified more strongly with their disciplines and institutions than folks in other
comparable professions. Yet, their study adds credence to the Chronicle’s (2020) report—
arguing that when professors feel like their job is more at risk or features of their job change
rapidly, they are more likely to disinvest from the career (Ugboro & Obeng, 2015).
Unfortunately, as professorships become increasingly defined by principles of privatization,
disengagement seems increasingly likely.
The neoliberalization of universities across the country accelerates this shift. Dugas et al.
(2018) explained that over the past decade states across the US have cut funding for universities
by an average of 21% per pupil. This shift has caused what Dugas et al. explained as “a global
project designed to reduce/distill? our universities down to private business units that define all
academic functions in terms of contributions to economic value” (p. 1). To keep up the bottomline universities demand more from professors by ramping up grant writing requirements,
research expectations, and classroom sizes (Dugas et al., 2018). Likewise, Wendy Brown’s book,
Undoing the Demos (2015), subjectively explains how this operates. Through the defunding of
public institutions, the economization of the self, and a devolution of authority to market actors,
neoliberalism discourages collectivism in favor of harsh economic considerations (Brown, 2015).
This is clearly witnessed in the university context. Brown (2015) explained professors have
changed from being charged with developing educated citizens to “meeting investor or consumer
demands in a university” (p. 138). Likewise, professors’ careers are controlled through the
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market. Faculty either capitulate to the demands of investors (by producing appropriate
publications, marketing themselves, and participating in corporate research centers) or risk being
denied tenure and, in turn, facing workplace precarity. Thus, the neoliberalization of public
spheres has changed how professors relate to their field, forcing market considerations into a
once ‘public’ career. Unfortunately, COVID-19 increases collegiate precarity, as universities
struggle to maintain infrastructure reliant on in-person contact (dorms, mess halls, etc.) and
maintain enrollment. Although many of the material effects of COVID-19 on professors are
clear, understanding professors’ subjective connection to their job and organization is essential to
fully understanding the pandemic.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to critically investigate how identification shaped
professors’ reactions to COVID-19. Professors’ flexibility in teaching modality provided a
unique case study. In essence, COVID-19 forced professors to ‘choose’ the extent to which their
role in the university would change. They could either continue teaching face-to-face and be
exposed to inevitable danger or teach remotely and perhaps lose part of what they enjoyed about
teaching. Critical research has made it clear that this choice will never be neutral as
organizational and professional identification wield an element of control over employee
perceptions and choices. Therefore, this study integrated research on identification, crisis
communication, and critical theory to explore how identification framed professorial decisions,
and how identification was subsequently reframed during the crisis. Critically approaching
identification during crisis gives this study particular purpose. While numerous studies have
addressed identification critically (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Cheney & Christensen, 2010) or
identification during crisis (Gigliotti, 2020; Kim, 2020)—few studies have melded the three.
This has created gaps in the crisis field, by encouraging a passive embrace of identification as a
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tool for organizations to prevent or manage crises. Conversely, in the identification field, critical
studies’ lack of focus on crisis has created problems with understanding how shifting identity
during crisis may reinforce systems of power and control. To remedy these scholarly gaps, this
study addressed two research questions.
First, How were professor identities enacted during the COVID-19 crisis? This question
provided insight into the ways professors’ identities shifted or changed to meet the new
requirements of the pandemic and the moments where identity enactment was coercive or
undesirable for individuals. Second, How, if at all, did University rhetoric shape the enactment
of identity during the COVID-19 crisis? This question allowed for exploration of the ways the
university may have pressured or coerced employees into making decisions in the interest of the
university. By critically answering these questions this paper reveals hidden systems of control
over workers with the goal of enabling resistance to psychic colonization.
The thesis follows with five chapters. The current chapter introduced identification, the
COVID-19 pandemic, and crisis communication. Next, literature on identification, crisis, critical
theory, and psychoanalysis is reviewed. Then, a description of the qualitative methods used is
provided. The fourth chapter covers specific findings that emerged during the data analysis
process. Finally, the last chapter provides a theoretical discussion of themes, implications of the
study, and limitations and future angles for research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Research examining the intersection of identification and crisis is somewhat limited
specifically from a critical lens; however, each area of the field has a considerable scholarly
weight that can inform the analysis of how professors were affected by the COVID 19 pandemic.
To remedy this gap, this literature review delves into existing research on social identity theory
(SIT) and identification, then highlights related crisis research. Next, critical theory relevant for
understanding worker identification and how it is enacted during crises is discussed. By
combining critical theory with traditional communication research, this study aims to equip
readers with the tools to recognize and resist organizational efforts to exert control during crises
via identification.
Organizational Identity and Identification
Originating from psychologists Turner and Tajfel (1971), social identity theory (SIT)
argued individuals are motivated by a need for positive social identity; thus, to enhance their
social status individuals aim to positively distinguish their group from others (Hogg & Terry,
2000; Turner & Reynolds, 2010). Later, their work expanded to account for individuals’
differing identities by arguing individuals’ personal categorizations are shaped by contextual
social judgments (Turner & Reynolds, 2010). To reconcile competing identities of varying
importance, researchers suggested individuals have unique identity hierarchies which structure
how important each identity is based on “motives, expectations, knowledge, and reality” (Turner
& Reynolds, 2010, p. 23). Interestingly, because SIT is intertwined with group membership
research, it suggests organizational success is dependent on creating a strong group identity
(Balmer, 2017; Turner & Reynolds, 2010). Taken together, SIT argues human psychological
processes are defined by humans’ socially constructed sense of self—suggesting people regularly
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redefine social relationships to moderate the psychological impact of collective living (Haslett,
2020; Hogg & Terry, 2000; Scott, 2007; Turner & Reynolds, 2010).
Communication researchers typically have focused on how identity is communicatively
constructed specifically within the organizational context. According to Cheney et al. (2011),
“At the broadest level…identity [is] something every living system is doing—and in fact must
do—to maintain itself” (p. 107). As a result, communication studies have been conducted to
investigate identity construction within countless different organizational settings. Studies have
even found organizations themselves possess identities that they attempt to maintain, and
members attempt to adhere to (Albert & Whetten, 1985; Broch et al., 2018). Just as humans
compare themselves over time “Organizational identity is formed by a process of ordered interorganizational comparisons and reflections upon them over time” (Albert & Whetten, 1985, p.
273). Identities are multidimensional constructs meaning that organizations or individuals rarely
have just one component to their identity—but instead they balance different components of their
identity (Albert & Whetten, 1985). Albert and Whetten (1985) argued people derive part of their
identity from where they work (Hogg & Terry, 2000). In fact, when organizations’ identities are
sufficiently powerful, members can lose themselves temporarily in something perceived to be
greater than the self (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Balmer, 2017). As a result, organizations use
rhetoric to solicit group identification by connecting group members’ personal identities to
various organizational identities with the hope of maximizing the organization’s core goals
(Scott et al., 1998; Sillince, 2006).
Identification “constitutes a logical bridge between an individual identity and a shared
social identity” (Mackenzie, 1978, p. 24). Thus, while identity is “what is commonly taken as
representative of a person or group,” identification is the “appropriation of identity” (Cheney &
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Tompkins, 1987, p. 5). This includes “the development and maintenance of an individual or
group’s ‘sameness’…against…outside elements,” as well as “the development and maintenance
of symbolic linkages salient for the individual/group” (Cheney & Tompkins, 1987, p. 5). As a
result, identification is best seen as an ongoing process where individuals navigate their
relationships with other identities outside their own. Organizationally, identification occurs when
members of organizations consider organizational interests during decision-making processes or
when individuals’ interests are linked to that of the organization (Cheney, 1983; Edwards 2005;
Pratt, 1998). As a result, identification is desired within organizations as a means of controlling
group outcomes to ensure optimal results (Cheney, 1983; Cheney & Tompkins, 1987; Tompkins
& Cheney, 1985). For example, identification may encourage workers to stay late, discipline
each other, and more firmly commit to organizational values (Tompkins & Cheney, 1985).
Due to its organizational importance, significant research has been conducted to
demonstrate the actions organizations can undertake to cultivate identification (Cheney, 1983;
Edwards, 2005). Organizational rhetoric has long been recognized as an important way to
increase identification (Boyd, 2004; Cheney, 1983). Cheney (1983) suggested organizations
rhetorically increase identification by creating common ethical ground, opposing a common
enemy, or creating an assumed ‘we’ to solve problems. Modern research has expanded on the
power of common ground, arguing, that if employees feel like organizational goals are ethical
organizational identification increases (El-Kassar et al., 2017; Kopaneva & Cheney, 2019; Pratt,
1998). Companies’ specific policies have also been shown as critical in fostering identification
(Cheney, 1983; Pratt, 1998). For example, when organizations implement health programs that
align with employees’ interests, identification increases (Dailey & Zhu, 2017). In the simplest
sense, many researchers have suggested, that identification can occur simply through the
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enactment of organizational roles (Pratt, 1998). When organizations make members feel like they
can impact the success of the organization, identification skyrockets (Atouba et al., 2019; Barker
& Cheney, 1994; Cheney, 1983; Scott, 2007). Finally, strong interpersonal relationships within
an organization may also increase organizational identification (Broch et al., 2018; Scott, 2007).
On the other hand, several factors inhibit identification. When organizations lack
sufficient prestige, members as less likely to identify because the identification is then unable to
elevate the individual’s sense of self (Boyd, 2004; Mael & Ashforth, 1992; Pratt, 1998).
Likewise, intraorganizational competition has been shown to reduce organizational identification
(Mael & Ashforth, 1992). In a darker sense, organizations exerting economic pressures onto their
employees can limit deviance from organizational identities but also decrease long-term
identification (Kopaneva & Cheney, 2019). This pressure can damage organizational efforts to
promote employee well-being (Nordbäck et al., 2017).
Building on SIT, Scott et al. (1998) connected identities with identification by using
structuration theory. Structuration theory explains how structures function. It posits structures are
“the rules and resources drawn on by actors in taking part in system practices” (Poole &
McPhee, 2005, p. 174). As a result, actors’ participation in systems produces and reproduces that
system by drawing on the rules and resources of the system they are within (Poole & McPhee,
2005). So, when applied to identity, structuration theory explains how organizational
identification limits individuals’ identities, by changing the situational rules through which they
frame their identity (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Poole & McPhee, 2005; Scott et al., 1998). As a
result, Scott et al. suggested group members balance their individual, workgroup, professional,
and organizational identities by putting conflicting identities on the backburner. Individuals’
willingness to backburner certain identities depends on how compatible conflicting identities are,
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the identities’ situational relevance, and the identities’ size, tenure, and subjective salience
(Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Ault, 2018; Scott et al., 1998). This is a constant process as
individuals manage conflicts between how subjectively important and situationally relevant
identities are (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Ault, 2018; Hogg & Terry, 2000). As a result, higherorder identities (like religion, politics, or ethics) often take a back seat to more situationally and
organizationally relevant identities (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001). In fact, Ashforth and Johnson
(2001) found that “employees in contemporary organizations” are less likely to emphasize
personal identities and instead focus on “their holistic capacity to get the work done” (p. 47).
Researchers even suggested strong professional identification prevents workplace emotional
engagement (Bauer & Murray, 2018).
This recognition of situationally shifting identities caused researchers to increasingly
discuss the salience of identity. Identity salience “refers to how central or important a group
membership is to a person’s social identity” (Waldbuesser & Hosek, 2020, p. 133). Cameron
(2004) suggested that there are three core components of identity salience: centrality-the amount
of time spent thinking about being a group member, intergroup affect-the positive feeling
associated with membership, and in-group ties-perceptions of similarity with group members
(Cameron, 2004). For example, Orbe (2004) suggested that demographic compositions of
organizations can affect identity salience. Some studies even investigate the impact of strong
identity salience, suggesting that identity centrality can cause organizational members to have
better mental health (Waldbuesser & Hosek, 2020).
The salience of identity is also affected by the context (Xu, 2020). Communication
scholars Hogg et al. (1995) explained, “The contextual salience of specific social identities rests
on the extent to which they render maximally meaningful a particular context, and contextual
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factors influence the form taken by identity-contingent cognitions and behavior” (p. 262). In
addition, identity salience often increases when individuals are exposed to threats (Xu, 2020).
Likewise, organizational value expression can spur identification (Xu, 2020). When
organizations’ corporate social responsibility initiatives match group members’ personal
engagement then identity salience rises (Xu, 2020).
Although organizational identification is generally seen as positive, several studies have
looked at the pragmatic harms of excessive identification. One issue that is commonly discussed
is groupthink (Dukerich et al., 1998). When group members identify too strongly with the
organization, they are less likely to question leadership or peers who make decisions they may
disagree with. Likewise, overidentification limits organizational adaption by preventing group
members from seeking necessary alternatives to failed organizational practices (Dukerich et al.,
1998).
Within universities, several studies have investigated identification. Orphan and Broom
(2021) found that university employees want their personal values to align with institutional
values. When this doesn’t occur, university employees are more likely to disidentify. However,
when value connections are present, professors become highly committed to their institution
defending it against outside pressures and being highly unlikely to leave the organization.
Finnegan (1993) also examined identification with the university. He found professors were
predisposed to internal self-categorization, categorizing themselves based on the amount of
research they conducted, whether they were tenured, or the cohort they graduated from
(Finnegan, 1993). Overall, professorial identification with their institution was an important
factor in determining retention; however, whether professors were in the ‘ingroup’ or ‘outgroup’
of their field affected the strength of the identification (Finnegan, 1993). For example, professors
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who did not conduct research were often put in the ‘outgroup’ at research institutions. For
professors in the outgroup, identification with their university significantly declined. Like other
types of occupations professors’ levels of identification are tied to value congruence with their
institutions, as well as to specific professional disciplines, both of which may serve to influence
their choices, specifically during times of crisis or organizational hardships.
Overall, organizational research on identification reminds researchers that individuals’
need for social togetherness motivates the construction of identities and the identification
process. However, this process is moderated by how desirable and contextually
beneficial/relevant identification becomes. Additionally, because of labor’s centrality in identity
construction organizations are sites for identity construction and change (Scott & Myers, 2010).
During COVID-19 this centrality was made even more clear. Sun et al. (2021) explored how
COVID-19 created turbulence in professors’ identities making studies into identification even
more important. Times of organizational turbulence and crisis are critical sites of identity
development and enactment. As a result, this study investigates how professors’ identities are
enacted during COVID-19 to see if identification influenced behavior and if the crisis created
new modes of identification.
Crisis, Identity, and Identification
While crisis literature is extensive (Coombs, 2015; Coombs & Holladay, 2010;),
understanding how crises affect worker identification is an underdeveloped field. Adamu and
Mohamad (2019) argued that while crisis literature has conducted extensive research into how
crises shape outside stakeholders, research into how crisis response affects employees
functionally and ethically is rarely discussed. Thus, even though crisis literature recognizes
employees are key stakeholders requiring reputational management (Coombs, 2015; Kim 2020),
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understanding research on how crisis influences workers’ professional, personal, and
organizational identification is necessary to thoroughly understand how workers navigate
identities during COVID-19.
Crisis communication research recognizes pre-crisis reputations impact how effective
organizations are at managing crises (Coombs & Holladay, 2010; Lee, 2020). In fact, Lee (2020)
argued, “Pre-crisis relationship quality enhances employees’ crisis perceptions by making them
recognize the seriousness of the crisis, feel empowered to solve an issue and be highly involved
in the crisis” (Lee, 2020, p. 12). Additionally, Lee extended prior work demonstrating when
organizations historically allow for more participatory engagement, employees perceive the
crisis as more manageable, maintain higher levels of identification, and work to shield pre-crisis
organizational identities from post-crisis realities. When employees have high levels of pre-crisis
identification, they work harder to help organizations overcome crises. As a result, Lee and Lee
(2021) argued that pre-crisis engagement with stakeholders could be one of the most important
aspects in maintaining identification through a crisis. Unfortunately, studies disturbingly
demonstrate that high levels of pre-crisis identification can also cause employees to defend
unethical behavior to justifiably maintain their organizational identification (Ploeger & Bisel,
2013).
Research on the influence or enactment of identification once a crisis begins is more
sparse. Drawing on SIT, Hogg and Terry (2000) detailed that as individuals experience
uncertainty, they attempt to reduce uncertainty by increasing self-categorization. This is
furthered by sensemaking research. Sensemaking argues, “Reality is an ongoing accomplishment
that emerges from efforts to create order and make retrospective sense of what occurs” (Weick,
1993, p. 635). As a result, during times of crisis, organizational members’ prior senses of self
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often become disrupted. As Weick (1993) explained, crisis forces individuals to reinterpret their
prior sense of self—to fit within the current situation. Stephens et al. (2020) clarified that major
events cause “old interpretations and responses [to] suddenly become obsolete,” forcing “people
[to] reinterpret their surroundings and craft new understandings of and solutions to a new set of
problems” (p. 427). In the worst cases, this can cause organizations to disintegrate as people are
thrust into unfamiliar roles, roles are left unfilled, and jobs become ambiguous (Weick, 1993).
Luckily, this is not inevitable “if people develop skills in improvisation and bricolage” (Weick,
1993, p. 639). Another factor moderating group disintegration is how strongly individuals’
vocational identity is tied to organizational membership (McNamee & Gould, 2019). McNamee
and Gould (2019) found that when this connection was strong, members stuck with organizations
and attempted to eliminate the possibility of group disintegration by “positioning themselves as
‘family’ members who were essential to the organization” (p. 66). These individuals’ vocational
connection to the organization shifted how they made sense of crisis—leading to a reaffirmation
of organizational commitment.
In general, more positive sensemaking emerges during crisis when group members “enact
decisions and actions designed to reduce risk and resolve organizational challenges” (Nowling &
Seeger, 2020, p. 270). As a result, ensuring stakeholders are involved in decision-making
processes is essential to effective sensemaking during a crisis (Nowling & Seeger, 2020). Xu
(2018) added that sensemaking during uncertainty can build organizational cohesion by creating
a sense of collective sensemaking where group members rely more on their workplace
community to inform their sense of self. This forges a sense of community sensemaking which
could serve as “an attractor in a chaotic situation to restore the balance in a local system” (Xu,
2018, p. 96).
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In addition to ensuring involvement, stabilizing rhetoric from leadership within
organizations can be important in the sensemaking process (Nowling & Seeger, 2020). Another
factor affecting sensemaking is outside stakeholder perception (Weber et al., 2015). When
outside stakeholders (like the community around an organization) make sense of a crisis
differently than the organization’s leaders, it can create divergent group perceptions undermining
group identification (Weber et al., 2015). As a result, organizations have to manage conflicting
views of crisis among various stakeholders to maintain identification during a crisis. Another
tool leaders have for managing crisis sensemaking is trying to reframe the very notion of the
crisis. Gigliotti (2020) argued that since crisis is “socially generated through communication,”
leaders can influence stakeholders to prevent them from even perceiving the event as a crisis in
the first place (p. 571). This is not to say that leaders should always pretend crises do not exist;
but just that if their stakeholders are not taking events very seriously, leaders can prevent them
from being a crisis by downplaying their severity or categorizing them differently (Gigliotti,
2020). Overall, crisis literature on sensemaking shows how in crises establishing new identities
or reframing old ones can be necessary to keep the group alive. So, it becomes critical for
organizations to make sure that members make sense of situations in ways that contribute
positively to the organization, or disintegration could become a possibility.
Aside from sensemaking, Erburu et al. (2013) suggested official organizational
communication to employees during a crisis helps coalesce identification by helping workers
overcome crisis uncertainties (Erburu et al., 2013). This effect is stronger when organizations
make employees feel like the organization is accounting for employee needs (Erburu et al.,
2013). Studies show even when organizations are unable to directly solicit feedback from lowerlevel employees, crisis response including those from lower-level managers produce stronger
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identification (“Managing Up”, 2017). Additionally, Kim (2020) found when organizations
demonstrate exactly what is needed for organizational resilience, employees’ identification
increases. Narratives can be one practical way of increasing identification during crisis
(Clementson, 2020). When companies further narratives about values or ethics, “the organization
renews the public’s trust, identification, and attitudes” (Clementson, 2020, p. 8). However,
Clementson (2020) warned that organizational narratives need to be coupled with nonnarrative
facts that reinforce the trust built through the ethical narrative. This idea is reflected in research
that suggests crisis communication is strongest when communication includes authentic
emotional expressions connecting affectually to workers (Waele et al., 2020). This is furthered
by Clementson (2021) who found that direct response (as opposed to ‘spin’) produces stronger
identification among stakeholders.
Recent research has applied sensemaking to university professors in the COVID-19
crisis. Stephens et al. (2020) casually researched professors’ sensemaking during COVID by
talking with prominent academics about their sensemaking processes. They found professors
were “managing a tension between…commitment to continue business-as-usual and…ability to
advocate for our best interests by calling for a halt” (Stephens et al., 2020, p. 429). Additionally,
because the pandemic was constantly emerging around professors, they found sensemaking was
continuously happening as the situation emerged—forcing multiple reinterpretations.
Concerningly, several interviewees in their study argued their reproach from this anxietyinducing sensemaking was to “stay exceedingly busy with work, and hope things will open up a
bit in a few weeks” (Stephens et al., 2020, p. 432). Fascinatingly, they also found COVID caused
many professors to recognize their employment privilege (in the grand scheme of society),
feeling guilty for the other suffering workers (Stephens et al., 2020). This transforms the
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identification of professors to a heightened place of privilege changing how they engage with
their careers.
Overall, literature on crisis communication offers important insights into how
organizational turbulence affects organizational identity and identification. Likewise, the
research suggests that during times of crisis workers must engage in sensemaking which causes
shifts in how preexisting identities are enacted. This paper explains how professors experienced
moments of sensemaking during COVID-19 which prompted new ways of enacting their
identity. However, missing from the analysis is how crises reinforcing identities can become
dangerous. To remedy this gap, the following section will detail critical theory pertaining to
identity and identification.
Critical Response to Identification
Although identification undoubtedly benefits organizational goals, researchers have
questioned the effect strong identification may have on workers. In Tompkins and Cheney’s
(1985) landmark piece on organizational control, they argued modern organizations are shifting
away from “obtrusive control by owners…to the unobtrusive control of workers by shared
premises” (p. 185). Identification functions as this shared premise creator. By connecting group
members’ sense of self to the organization’s functioning, organizations can control the desires of
the individuals. Barker (1993) explained that under concertive control “workers create a valuebased system of control and then invest themselves in it through their strong identification with
the system” (p. 434). This is troubling due to its effectiveness. “Concertive control is much more
subtle than a supervisor telling a group of workers what to do” because “team members readily
accept that they are controlling their own action,” even if they are not (Barker, 1993, p. 434). As
a result, workers’ identification with organizations can overwhelm what may be in their best
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interest as their true desires are lost in a complex system of identification (Christensen &
Cheney, 1994; Sillince, 2006).
Studies investigating language and identity added nuance to the critique. Citing Husserl,
Deetz (2003) argued, “A social/historical/cultural/intersubjective ‘I’ (a point from which to
view), constituting activity in relation to the world, thus always preceded either the objects of
science or the psychological ‘I’ of personal experience” (p. 422). This ‘I’ “stands for the freefloating manners through which the world might be engaged that one takes on as one’s own,
rather than a personal point of view or a subjective impression substituting for engagement with
the world” (Deetz, 2003, p. 422). This suggests that human processes of identification are the
very basis for action—making engagement a product of the desires of the other. However, given
the multitude of ‘others’ Deetz suggested that there is competition occurring to determine the ‘I.’
This recognition, often referred to as the linguistic turn “show[s] that all experience, even though
usually merely reproduced as already produced, has an origin in a tension-filled encounter
between a ‘way of looking’ and that which is being looked at in its full indeterminate and
demandful state as exterior” (Deetz, 2003, p. 423). The linguistic turn has major implications for
organizational identification.
First, Deetz (2003) explained “organizational identities…arise against possible variety,”
but “they appear self-evident and natural” (p. 423). This suggests individuals often become
pacified beneath the seemingly inevitable identity of the organization. This identity is then
“institutionalized and embedded in formed experiences and language, and as such, invisibly
taken on as one’s own in the reproducing of experiences originally produced somewhere else by
others” (Deetz, 2003, p. 423). Through this lens, identification is even more seditious as its
internalization often occurs subconsciously in ways that members may find nearly impossible to
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shirk. Worse still, Deetz added that managers intentionally aim to minimize the obtrusiveness of
identification to maintain a perception that identification is “neutral and value free” (p. 424).
Undoubtedly, this is a scam. Organizational positions are inevitably political in that they seek to
produce certain experiences at the expense of other experiences (Deetz, 2003). As a result,
Deetz’s linguistic recognition reminds us that identification produces conditions whereby
individuals “are enabled to participate in organizational life only from particular subject
positions” (McClellan, 2021, p. 155). This helps to explain how identification becomes coercive,
potentially resulting in self-damaging decisions.
Turning back to structuration theory, researchers add to the indictments of identification.
Scott and Myers (2010) explained that when new members join organizations, they negotiate
identification with the organization based on observed behavior, values, and organizational
practices. As a result, structural asymmetries guide and are reproduced through the negotiation of
membership (Scott & Myers, 2010). In this way, Scott and Myers warned that group membership
often results in an unintentional reproduction of power structures. In a pessimistic response,
Peterson and McNamee (2017) warned that “because empowerment is thought to inspire the
desired outcome of member engagement… empowering members is presumably an untenable or
even undesirable aspiration” (p. 195). Thus, because member power reinforces the desire to
identify, structuration theory can remind us how this process can become parasitic resulting in an
accidental reproduction of domination.
The psychic colonization of identification has clear impacts on worker resistance. Barker
(1993) disturbingly explained, “If they want to resist their team's control, they must be willing to
risk their human dignity, being made to feel unworthy as a ‘teammate’” (p. 436). Effectively,
because an individual’s sense of self is connected to organizational membership, resistance
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becomes an affront to the self, as well as the other. Fascinatingly, this can even apply to
managerial resistance. Larson and Tompkins (2005) explained, “During times of organizational
turbulence, concertive systems may be self-limiting” (p. 15). Managers’ identities are equally
tied to the historical legacy of the organization they manage. As a result, managers experienced
subjective pressure to keep the organization as it was—even if changing situations would be
better addressed through a shift in organizational functioning (Larson & Tompkins, 2005).
Critical research on identification warns that professors may be encouraged to choose
modalities that are contrary to their best interests—to support organizational goals. Moreover,
critical scholarship helps to establish why certain identities may be prioritized over others during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, critical theory warns that organizations have vested
interests in soliciting identification. So, professors need to pay specific attention to how
universities may benefit from their identification during COVID-19, perhaps at the expense of
other aspects of their life. To fully understand the scope of coercion during the crisis, the
following section reviews psychoanalytic research relevant to identity. Psychoanalysis offers
insights into how neoliberal ideology reinforces organizational power structures. Thus, rather
than focusing primarily on how organizations solicit identity, psychoanalysis helps us understand
why it is so easy for organizations to solicit identification under late-modern capitalism.
Psychoanalysis and Organizational Identification
Any communication study attempting to address the dark side of organizational
identification would be remiss not to address psychoanalysis given the very origins of the term
can be traced back to Freud himself (Cheney & Tompkins, 1987). Early organizational
identification researchers Christensen and Cheney (1994) recognized the interplays between
capitalism and identification—suggesting as corporations continue to dominate society,
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organizational identification reifies ideologies of capitalism. As a result, this section will use
Marxist-psychoanalytic literature to add nuance to our academic understandings of identification.
Featherstone (2020) argued that despite its near seventy-year-old development by Lacan,
psychoanalysis remains essential to combating coercive new global ideologies. Sussman (2012)
detailed that modern organizations attempt to “colonize[s] not only the bodies of its workers, as
in the manufacturing system, but also their consciousness, identity, and personality” (p. 481). As
a result, Chang (2020) argued psychoanalysis’ attentiveness to communication’s coercive
elements “demonstrate[s] psychoanalysis’s usefulness for and continual relevance to
communication studies and media studies” (p. 3). Overall, psychoanalysis offers a few unique
perspectives on organizational identities during crises.
First, research suggests modern workplaces conceal their exploitative elements by
crafting competing identities to enable exploitation (Sussman, 2012). Specifically, Sussman
(2012) suggested the 2008 recession reified individuals’ concerns over economic survival
molding workers’ effectiveness and the economy’s survival. Complicating the situation,
Sussman added, “The consciousness of the workforce has become ‘atomized’… through which
workers become alienated” (p. 481). As a result, workers are more vulnerable to shifting
professional identities, have increased expectations to do ‘extra’ work, and are less able to
separate their worker identities from their personal subjectivities (Pleios, 2012; Sussman, 2012).
Multiplying the effect, Pleios (2012) found, modernity encourages heavy consumption of media
images, reifying capitalist ideologies onto workers by creating ideals for what ‘hard work’ looks
like and inscribing workers’ importance for society functioning. In practice, media images
discipline workers to be ‘good’ producers by elevating corporate loyalty and deemphasizing
specific individual desires (Dean, 2009; Pleios, 2012). Fisher (2009) famously argued that this
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constant psychic coercion makes it “easier to imagine the end of the world than it is to imagine
the end of capitalism” (p. 4). Taken together, neoliberalism creates an obsession with
professional skills leading to more work outside of work as employees do whatever it takes to
maintain professional prowess (Pleios, 2012; Wegener, 2016).
In addition to capitalism’s independent coercive power, psychoanalysis has specific
arguments about identities during crisis. McGowan (2013) argued societal identities are formed
through shared sacrifice and negative expenditure. As a result, individuals regularly sacrifice
themselves for subjective benefits even though they tell themselves the sacrifice was for the
greater good (McGowan, 2013). This process is accelerated under capitalism. As individuals are
increasingly alienated, their capacity to cause good is limited, thus increasing the desire to
sacrifice to create a “final good” (McGowan, 2013, p. 153). Thus, McGowan’s research
suggested during a crisis, people identify with their own suffering—indicating crises may forge
new identities as people navigate the crises’ imposition of collective loss and attempt to set
themselves apart from others. Aside from research on sacrifice, McGowan also argued, “Subjects
structure their everyday social reality around an avoidance of a traumatic kernel that… haunts…
reality and … upsets its smooth functioning” (p. 213). For example, Featherstone (2010) found
when confronted with the contradictions of growth and ecological survival, people focus on
magnificent technological promises to avoid confronting their changing reality. Additionally,
Dean (2009) showed corporations consolidate future world building causing workers to have
irrational beliefs that working enhances social justice efforts. This lack of imagination causes
individuals to connect their work under capitalism to proper societal functioning. Essentially, by
consolidating identities around capital, workers’ identities become contingent on market
functioning, creating a subconscious obsession with labor and making organizations incredibly
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resilient to crises because workers will do whatever it takes to maintain the existing order
(Wegener, 2016).
Overall, while studies on organizational identity span across numerous disciplines, more
work is needed to integrate crisis literature with research on organizational identification through
a critical lens. Specifically, as the COVID-19 crisis continues, there are few studies which could
accurately explain how employees’ identities as workers are being transformed throughout the
crisis. For professors, this specificity is necessary to unpack the complexities of teaching during
the COVID-19 crisis. The current crisis precipitates unique gaps in the literature as there is a
complete absence of research into how workers’ identities change when they are met with new
endemic risks on the job site. Thus, due to these clear gaps in research and a lack of academic
convergence between crisis, critical, and identity research this paper asks the following research
questions: How are professors’ identities enacted during the COVID-19 crisis? And, how, if at
all, does university rhetoric shape the enactment of identity during the COVID-19 crisis? These
questions are ideal because they allow for a thorough investigation into how professors’
identification and preexisting identities affected their response to the COVID-19 crisis, and how
the University contributed to shifts in identity. By answering these questions this project
illustrates the risks that identification poses for workers during crises. As the world becomes
more engulfed in crisis through climate change, economic instability, and rising nationalism,
understanding how crisis reinforces power structures through identification is essential.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Previous literature suggests that qualitative research with a focus on interviews is ideal
for studies on workplace identification (Ault, 2018; Elsbach & Cable, 2018; Kim, 2020). Due to
the nature of identification, interviews, and questioning better get at the core of how individuals
manage multiple conflicting identities. In addition, firsthand recounting of the tensions between
in-person work during a pandemic and workplace identities offers unique worker-centered
accounts of workplace identification during a crisis, making qualitative research ideal for
expanding both identification literature and crisis literature.
Context
This study was conducted at a four-year public university in the American south, which
will be given the pseudonym Southern American College (SAC). The study was conducted in the
fall of 2020 and 2021, which included the first full semester where professors had to grapple
with changes caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. A few factors made this university a unique
site for study. First, the university’s COVID response came after two years of budget cuts,
including a ten-million-dollar budget cut in 2019 and a 2020 budget cut which included pay cuts
for staff (Alvey & Deppen, 2020; Mudd, 2019). In addition, the university was in a county that
was consistently labeled as one of the most at-risk counties in the state, with the New York Times
even reporting that the county had the 7th highest COVID growth rate in the nation in August
2020 (Bertucci, 2020; Swietek, 2020). Thus, this location was unique in that it had high levels of
COVID-19 cases which made decisions to teach in person especially impactful, and professors
had high levels of job pressure making their positions especially tenuous.
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Participants
This study involved two sets of participants. For the first wave, participants had to be a
professor at the university who chose to teach some portion of their courses face-to-face in the
Fall of 2020. Likewise, all participants were employed at Southern American College for at least
3 years. Participants were selected using purposeful maximum variation sampling (Tracy, 2020)
to recruit professors who taught face-to-face while ensuring a variety of departments were
represented (Tracy, 2020). To do so, emails were sent to more than 40 professors soliciting
interviews based on university reports over their teaching modality. This culminated in eight
participants with positions ranging across four colleges and seven departments. The participants
also ranged in the number of years they taught at SAC with the longest having taught for 33
years and the shortest 8 years, averaging 20 years of teaching. Finally, all the respondents were
full-time tenured faculty members with one respondent being a department head, leaving a gap in
how part-time and non-tenured faculty may be impacted by their decision of modality.
In the second wave of data collection, nine participants were obtained using maximum
variation sampling to ensure distributed participants across campus. All participants had to have
been employed at SAC for at least 3 years. In this wave, emails were sent to all original
interviewees and 40 new professors. The goal of the second round of interviews was to expand
on the first round of interviews in a few ways: (a) to see how identity enactment evolved during
the pandemic, (b) to understand how university rhetoric directly affected identity enactment, (c)
to expand the participant pool to include part-time and associate professors, and (d) to add
professors who taught online to the participant pool. Of the nine participants interviewed, three
professors from the first wave of data collection were reinterviewed, and the other six were new
participants. The new participants came from four colleges and six departments. New
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participants taught for an average of 16 years with the shortest tenure at three years and the
longest at 24 years. In this wave of interviews, four professors were full-time tenured faculty,
one professor was an associate professor, and one professor was part-time.
Data Collection
After receiving IRB approval, semi-structured interviews were conducted with each
participant (Kvale, 1996; Mize Smith & Sypher, 2010; Tracy, 2020). Semi-structured interviews
follow a set of questions but allow the researcher to probe interviewees for information that
might help answer the research question (Mize Smith & Sypher, 2010; Tracy, 2020). Questions
focused on professors’ decisions to move their classes online, with open-ended questions
focusing on their subjective reactions to how their profession and institution have changed since
the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Questions were mostly generative spanning from
motivation questions about why they chose to teach in person, to hypothetical questions about
what it would take for them to move online, to idealistic questions focusing on how the
university’s COVID-19 policies could have improved (see appendix A for the complete
interview protocol). Interviews were exclusively conducted over Zoom in accordance with IRB
protocols. However, recent research suggests online interviews are effective, with many studies
finding that Zoom interviews are better for forming personal connections as they allow
participants to talk from a place they feel most comfortable (Archibald et al., 2019; Gray et al.,
2020). Interviews ranged from 35 minutes to 74 minutes averaging 48 minutes each. Interviews
were then transcribed verbatim, culminating in 426 pages of interviews averaging 25.1 doublespaced pages per interview. Finally, participants were assigned pseudonyms matching their
gender and ethnicity, and all interview data were deleted from the Zoom data storage system to
ensure participant anonymity.
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Data Analysis
To ensure analytical rigor, all data were coded using line-by-line open coding (Saldana,
2009; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). As a result, 214 unique codes were developed. These individual
codes were then analyzed using axial coding methods to combine codes into distinct categories
(Saldana, 2009; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Tracy, 2020). The combinations resulted in 36 distinct
coded categories. Finally, thematic analysis was employed to determine similar themes across
the datasets (Owen, 1984; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Following Owen’s (1984) suggestions, there
were three criteria for theme formation: recurrence, repetition, and forcefulness. Two of the three
needed to be met to justify thematically including it. Categories were analyzed based on how
they answered each of the research questions. In answering the first research question, four
themes emerged explaining how professors’ identities were enacted during COVID-19.
Likewise, for the second research question, three themes were found explaining how university
messages affected identity enactment. Categories were then checked to ensure all major
categories fit within the research’s thematic claims. In reporting results, data clips were selected
to reflect participants’ voices within each of the themes.
Verification Procedures
The non-objective components of qualitative research necessitate a robust verification
process to ensure the research is grounded (Tracy, 2020). As a result, two member checks were
conducted to ensure participants felt the chosen themes were accurate representations (Creswell
& Miller, 2000). Additionally, the use of thick, rich descriptions throughout the findings section
helps to verify accurate reporting on the data (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Tracy, 2020). Finally,
the research has gone through a multi-stage peer-review process to verify the connection
between the study’s findings and discussion. Peer reviews provided another layer of verification
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as the review challenged any assumptions within the paper and verified the study’s
methodological rigor (Creswell & Miller, 2000).
Role of the Researcher
While numerous steps were undertaken to ensure verification, some bias is inevitable in
qualitative research because of the connections the researcher has to the subject area (Tracy,
2020). Personally, I was inspired to conduct this study after working as a low-paying laborer
during the pandemic. Thus, I expected workers were gaining something subjectively from
working during a global health crisis which necessitated further research. Additionally, as a
student at the university, the campus zeitgeist likely colored my expectations—likely pushing me
to seek out data that confirmed expectations circulating campus. Moreover, I know students who
felt scared and upset that they were forced to take in-person classes during the pandemic—giving
me a more critical outlook on the university’s decision to have classes without online options.
Finally, I have been a Marxist since 2016. As a result, many of my ideological positions stem
from Marxist assumptions which cloud my ability to see corporations as good and instill harsher
views into ideological assumptions which derive themselves from capitalism. In addition to the
verification procedures, before conducting interviews, I listed my expected biases and worked to
be self-reflexive every time categories were developed, or I felt myself making non-data-driven
assumptions.
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Chapter 4: Findings
To build on existing research about the shifting of workers’ identities during the COVID19 pandemic, this paper asked two research questions regarding the enactment of identity and the
impact of organizational messages on identity. Before discussing the specific ways professors
navigated their identities during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is necessary to highlight
participants’ very need for sensemaking and identity shifts in the first place. While not directly
answering a research question, this data was prevalent throughout the data and justifies later
claims about sensemaking. Fully exploring how professors’ work environments changed during
the pandemic contextualizes why changes to identity enactment may occur, an important step in
studies about sensemaking.
Setting the Stage: Identity Conflicts Demonstrated
Weick (1993) argued that during a time of crisis members of organizations are thrust into
unfamiliar roles, creating uncertainty, and subsequently forcing them to reassess existing
workplace identities. As a result, individuals restructure their identity hierarchy when their
expectations, motivations, knowledge, or understanding of reality change—leading to an
emergence of new identity hierarchies (Turner & Reynolds, 2010). Consistent with Stephens et
al.’s (2020) description of their experience during the pandemic, our research showed that
COVID-19 forced professors to manage tensions between university expectations and what
Stephens et al. (2020) would call the faculty’s “best interests” (p. 429). This section highlights
how faculty’s work environments were radically altered through increased workloads, a
restructuring of work duties, and shifts in social interaction.
The most obvious element of the COVID-19 crisis that created tensions for professors
was the sizable change in professors’ workloads. Every participant indicated their workload had
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increased since the onset of the crisis. Putting the effect of the crisis bluntly, John explained, “It's
certainly not as enjoyable. It's more difficult and takes longer to do almost everything.” Josh
argued that the pandemic increased preparation for face-to-face teaching as faculty had to set up
recording technology before every class to accommodate students who could not attend, ensure
the technology was working throughout class, and ensure the recordings were viewable—making
his days, “much more exhausting”. In an attempt to quantify the workload increases Bill
suggested, “My prep time for the zoom classes seems to be about four times longer than normal.”
While several participants already had some experience teaching online, many had never taught
online making the workload increases even more brutal. Lance highlighted, “It was a big
learning curve for most of us, and what that translated into is there was really not a lot of help
from within our Department to do these things.” Claire, a professor of the arts, went even further
than many professors. After COVID-19 started, she reached out to contacts in the industry in
order to become “certified as a compliance officer so I could teach our students how to carry out
that job.” So, in addition to the regular increases to work—Claire had to seek out new training to
teach students in the film department the new skills necessary to succeed in the pandemic job
market. Overall, professors’ once stable workload was destabilized, forcing them to grapple with
how to handle these new increased work requirements.
Aside from direct increases in workload, there were significant changes in what work
included. For many professors, their research was one of the biggest things to go. Josh lamented
that before COVID he had time to work on research every day, but “Since the pandemic that has
really slowed down.” Numerous participants grieved that their research was paused during
COVID-19, with Samantha even explaining, “I was on sabbatical; we got sent home.” Clarissa
noted that it was not just her inability to conduct research which hurt, but that, “A huge part of
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my job also is conducting research with students and all of that had to be squashed. I had even a
couple of projects that students were getting funded for that actually never even happened.” As a
result, professors’ workloads were shifted dramatically, away from what they previously may
have signed up to do—to a teaching-only focus. In fact, Brett, who receives substantial grants
from outside agencies and normally only teaches two classes, said, “That was horrible! The
administration had sequestered funding…but as you can see behind me are [live animals], so
somebody has to be here and keep this thing alive and going.” For Brett, not only was his
funding cut from his research, but he had to keep going into school to take care of the research
without the normal funding or assistance he was used to.
Aside from changes to their workloads COVID-19 created a loss in social interaction
which forced a change in identity. All respondents expressed a loss of social interaction with
either faculty or students that troubled them since the pandemic. John was particularly troubled
by the loss of social interaction explaining he “miss[es] walking around seeing people” and that
he isn’t sure if he “hit the mark with that joke or not” due to masks and zoom limiting social
engagement. Additionally, Lance lamented, “communication amongst faculty is not there
anymore,” and he worries how faculty that “don't have the connections” will manage “not having
that interaction.” Tom worried how online instruction limited his ability to, “overhear students
talking about something so you're able to fix a problem or you overhear something that you
realize like, oh, I get to work on this project together like those things don't happen in isolation.”
For some faculty this change to communication extended beyond just a decrease. Clarissa
explained, “there was talk behind other faculty’s back, where they were talking bad about those
faculty who are unvaccinated…it’s literally like you’ve got the unvaccinated and the vaccinated
and that’s not how people should be defined.” Overall, COVID-19 limited the interaction faculty
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could have with both co-workers and students changing how faculty’s day-to-day
communication occurred.
In total, the findings suggest COVID-19 prompted a reconsideration of identities due to
the dramatic changes to workloads, workdays, and social interaction. As a result, the following
subsections highlight the specific components of professors’ identities and changes that emerged
within each.
Identity Enactment
Regarding the first research question addressing identity enactment, professors
communicated that they emphasized different parts of their identity as a way of reconciling
tensions that emerged from organizational decision-making during the pandemic. Specifically,
professors highlighted their professional identification, organizational identification, personal
identification, and their identity within the current crisis through the following themes: balancing
personal identities under professional pressure, placing professional identities in the driver’s
seat, keeping each other safe, and doing what the organization needs.
Balancing Personal Identities under Professional Pressure
COVID-19’s increased demands from professors forced professors to balance their
personal identities under the new pressure of COVID-19. The personal dangers included viralhealth concerns, mental health concerns, and familial needs. Of the 14 participants, 13
experienced being worried at some point about contracting the virus as a result of work, 10
participants experienced increased stress, and six participants expressed familial concerns. As a
result, this theme suggested that participants had to sacrifice part of their personal identity to
strengthen professional identification.
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During the pandemic, viral concerns were rampant among interviewed faculty. Tom
explained, “I'm certainly concerned. I've had students in every class who have had it.” Bill
worried, “I'm high risk; I'm old.” Virginia detailed, “I worry about me personally…you know
there’s still a lot of gatherings because it’s college. But unfortunately, this age group doesn’t
seem to worry as much.” In fact, Virginia explained that even though she was asymptomatic she
caught COVID-19 in August of 2020. For Brett, his concerns were serious before the emergence
of a vaccine. He explained, “I use an inhaler…this virus is a respiratory issue… so I wanted them
to understand I’m declaring myself as vulnerable.” Amir put the situation of professors bluntly,
saying, “We can never say that we were 100% isolated from being exposed. So we decided a
good level of risk where we could still come into the classroom.” Overall, while professors found
ways to manage the new risks they experienced at work, all participants but one agreed, COVID19 added risk to the job which put their health potentially in danger.
Aside from just viral concerns, many of the faculty interviewed experienced mental
health problems from navigating the pandemic. Samantha explained, “The learning curve of how
we do this online was a big stressor.” In fact, Claire detailed, because of the stressors of trying to
adapt her class to changes of COVID-19 “I was under so much stress it manifested physically.
My hair was falling out.” In fact, not only was her health impacted, but she had to put numerous
friendships on hold, “negatively impacting my social life,” she explained. For Amir, worrying
about his students also generated stress. He explained:
Decisions generated a lot of stress. We were feeling that we were responsible for the
well-being of the students. But also, we were responsible for our own our own wellbeing
and nobody else was responsible for our own wellbeing…then you felt more stress
because then you felt like you had more responsibilities than you can deal with.
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For Amir, his job grew from just teaching to worrying about the health of himself and his
students generating daily stress for him and his family. Overall, many faculty experienced higher
levels of stress as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic which limited their personal identity.
Familial concerns were also prevalent among faculty as they navigated the effects
teaching had on their other relationships. For instance, Virginia worried, “My husband is older
than I am…I worry more for that reason being face-to-face than I do myself.” Juan explained
that even though he didn’t feel like COVID-19 presented an existential risk to his health, “I felt
vulnerable for the vulnerability of the people who were with me.” Brett made it clear that for
him, his family was number one—so he had no interest in teaching face-to-face until risks were
minimized. He detailed, “At the time [the beginning of the pandemic] I was being selfish. I was
trying to protect my family over everybody else.” As a result, even though Brett was willing to
put themself at risk and experienced heightened stress (when taking care of the lab), if their
decision had risked their family, they would have immediately changed course. In total, for these
professors, family concerns were an extension of the sacrifices they had to make in their job—
further demonstrating the personal sacrifices made to further their professional identities.
On the other hand, many faculty members’ families were already putting them at risk—
justifying their decision to engage in similar levels of risk. Effectively, teaching was already
justified because they already had to grapple with COVID-19 risks in their home due to their
personal identity. John explained, “In my case, it was actually a greater risk when you start
having kids because my kids were going to work.” So, for John teaching represented just another
small risk which, “I’m willing to do for everyone’s perceived benefit.” Likewise, Juan
explained, “my kids go to public school”, so he already had to worry about the risks associated
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with maskless education on their end. For these professors, their family’s ‘outside of the home’
identities already gave them ‘permission’ to add risk to the household through their job.
One unique finding was that normalizing for their families who were in unsafe
environments became a unique form of personal identity attachment to the university. For
example, Tom, Josh, Ayyah, Brett, and Juan believed their decisions to teach face-to-face helped
society return to normal. Josh explained this position, saying, “I do think that there is a need to
try to normalize life as much as we can. Normalizing within the parameters that safety protocols
in a pandemic allow…so having the university function is an important thing.” Mirroring these
sentiments, Tom detailed, “I'm going to make it as I was going to, trying to bring some sense of
normalcy to the class.” Overall, Tom and Josh’s sentiments suggested that when professors
believed strongly that a return to normalcy was needed, they identified with efforts to establish
normalcy by seeing themselves as group members. Accounting for all participants, this theme
presented the argument that during sustained crises workers augment identities to overcome
emergent tensions between existing identities.
Putting Professional Identities in the Driver’s Seat
Against the backdrop of personal sacrifices being made during COVID-19 was an
elevation of professors’ professional identities. ‘Being a good professor’ was a core goal among
every professor interviewed. This should already be apparent from the increase in work countless
professors willingly undertook. However, two key findings showed this professional elevation.
The first was in their decisions to return to face-to-face instruction, and the second was in
participants’ explanations for why they worked harder during COVID. Combined, this theme
demonstrated that all participants enacted their identities by centralizing their work in their
reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Although, many professors were given leeway as to whether they were going to teach
online or in-person in the Fall of 2020 and the Spring of 2021, by the Fall of 2021 all professors
interviewed had come back to campus for face-to-face instruction. Their justifications for
returning to in-person instruction helps to highlight this professional elevation. Even though
professors reported varying degrees of subjective pressure to return to face-to-face instruction,
all participants ultimately concluded that their decision to teach face-to-face was one they were
able to make. One of the main justifications for this was that instruction was better face-to-face.
For example, every respondent commented that online instruction limits student engagement,
reducing their educational effectiveness. Josh explained that when online, “I feel like I am
driving much more of what happens in class, each day with fewer comments fewer interactions
or fewer students asking questions.” Less specifically, Lance argued, “I really, really don't think
you get the quality of education from an online approach.” Thus, because professors get most of
their subjective reaffirmation in how well they are doing from students, the findings suggested
professors who taught face-to-face did what they felt was best for their students to maintain
professional pride. John’s explanation for why he taught in person illuminated professors’ strong
emphasis on doing what was best for students. He argued:
I think that you owe it to them to see what you can do in person. It does not make sense
to have people in the dorms and then have all 15 student credit hours be online and so
because then you have all the risk without the benefit, so you know, we try as a
department.
This quote illustrates a common theme among professors as they see themselves as indebted to
students—making sure they taught in person was what was best for their students. Bill put it
simply:
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My job is to teach, and I feel like the best way I can teach is to be in the room with my
students. So, the decision to maximize that was pretty easy for me. Despite the fact that
people reminded me hey you're in a category that where if you contract this virus, you
could be in serious trouble.
Overall, the findings suggested that concerns over teaching quality were highly influential in
professors’ decisions to teach in person—demonstrating how powerful their professional
identification remained.
Aside from moving face-to-face largely because they thought it made them better at their
jobs, participants expressed different things which affectively demonstrated the elevation of
their profession within their identity. For example, Clarissa explained that when the pandemic
started:
I knew I just wanted to be there for my students as a teacher and kind of as a mentor and
friend. And during the pandemic I had students, I gave them my cell phone number and I
told them if they needed anything they could contact me directly, I had students reach out
to me on my cell phone crying to me on the phone I mean I've never experienced that
before. So I think, for me, I felt like my job was just to be there for my students, more
than ever.
Clarissa’s quotation highlights what several professors experienced during the pandemic. Ayyah
echoed these sentiments explaining how she would come to class and teach face-to-face even
when no students felt comfortable enough to join her because “I’m hoping that seeing me
standing by myself with my mask teaching will be encouraging some of them to come in.” Many
professors were concerned about their students during the pandemic, so they elevated their role
as a teacher. Due to a widespread recognition among faculty that teaching in person is just part of
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a society in crisis, they begin to see themselves as intertwined within the crisis itself causing
them to identify as an essential worker and see themselves as a societal normalizer.
A final way professional identities emerged as a priority was through the lens of
professors as essential workers. Lance strongly identified with the essential worker narrative
detailing, “I'm in the science area… And we've got to train them… if we don't do our job right
now for them down the road that means we're not going to have many healthcare workers out
there.” This sentiment was echoed by Bill who argued, “I don't know how teachers can’t be
considered essential, it doesn't exist without us.” Overall, professors’ identification as an
essential worker demonstrated how professors created identities within the pandemic to reaffirm
their decisions to teach in person; effectively, if they perceive themselves as societally essential,
they have higher level obligations pulling them to work in person.
Keeping Each-Other Safe
The next important category for identity enactment during COVID-19 was related to
connections within workgroups. In a university, this includes relationships among peers within
departments or departmental leadership. Overall, the findings suggest that workgroups were
another important source of identification for professors during the COVID-19 pandemic. Even
though direct interactions with peers were limited, dependence on peers and workgroups
increased, creating two effects: departmental protection and an all-in-this-together mindset.
All participants expressed a heightened connection to their departments during the
pandemic. Even Clarissa who complained about vaccine drama said that overall, “I love my
colleagues.” The primary driver behind heightened connections to departments was shown
through professors feeling like they were protected by their departments. For example, Clarissa
explained that she heard about some teachers being forced to teach in ways they didn’t want to
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during COVID, she was lucky that “in our department…there was no pressure.” Kathy outlined
why this strategy was so effective detailing:
I have a friend who’s been online since COVID hit but she finds that to be a better basis
for the classes that she's teaching than she thinks that it would be face to. So I mean…I
think it impacted different departments.
These departmental complexities, coupled with administrative policies which gave department
heads leeway in how to implement them, gave way to strong identification within departments.
Brett helped to bring this point home. Although he was upset that the university was demanding
personal health information to ‘allow’ him to teach online within his department he explained,
“At least in our department everyone’s professional enough to know that I'm making this
decision for me and for my students.” Lance agreed with this sentiment explaining that health
decisions “need to come from departments. I don’t think that should be dictated by the President
or whoever is up there.” Quite simply, professors preferred being able to make decisions at a
departmental level, and this reinforced their identification with their workgroups.
Some participants took their peer-group relationships even further during the pandemic.
Instead of just referencing departmental leadership, they saw part of their role within the
university as protecting their fellow faculty. An all-in-this-together mindset was expressed by six
of the participants. For these participants, they saw COVID as making it more important than
ever to do what they could to help their department. Ayyah explained that one reason she was
happy to teach face-to-face was that if “everyone teaches online…I worry about the money
issues…so it’s not like I don’t have concern about my department merging.” This concern made
her more identified with her department to keep it safe. Juan was highly critical of the people
who hid behind their position to avoid pitching in, explaining:
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People who think they're protected and don't want to pull their weight and are going to
play the tenured card… Excuse my French that's bullshit, because that puts an undue
burden on people who are more, you know, who are just an instructor or adjunct or nontenured, you know, it puts more pressure on them.
For Juan, the role of department coworkers was to do what they could to protect each other
during the pandemic. Clarissa helped to make it clear how she thought folks needed to be during
this crisis. She explained, “there was a bond with us. Like we’re all going to get through this
dumpster fire together or this bus is going to go out of control, and that’s how we have to get
through it.” This sentiment of getting through the crisis together enhanced professors’
departmental connections.
Doing What the Organization Needs
Among participants, organizational identities were enacted by discussing how they were
institutionally serving the University during the pandemic. This theme suggested that the
pandemic enhanced participants’ desires to do what the organization needed to continue
operating effectively. Every participant but Brett referenced doing what the organization needed
during the pandemic as a part of their identity in some capacity. For Brett, his disidentitification
was so strong with the administration that he only ever referenced helping his immediate
department or workgroup and never referenced wanting to help the administration or university
writ large.
Participants’ references to helping the university varied. Six participants felt a lack of
leadership or guidance necessitated that they step up to help the university. For example, Tom
lambasted fellow faculty across campus not doing everything they could to help students
explaining, “I think for a lot of faculty, they're like well semester’s half over … I'm going to do
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what's best for me instead of what might be best for students or best collectively for department
or things like that.” For Tom, since “there was no suggestion about how we make sure certain
things are offered so that students can get through” he felt like he needed to become that positive
representation for the university.
Aside from the professors who enacted their organizational identity as fill-ins for the
university, others expressed concerns about the institution at large. For example, Josh explained,
“I am enough of an institutionalist that every semester I go to the department and say what do
you need? Is there something I can do?” As a result, Josh had no issue doing extra during the
pandemic because he already saw himself as a servant to the university prior to the crisis. Kathy
reiterated this idea. She explained, “We know we are going to have long-term effects of COVID,
but we want to have the university going along successfully so that when we reach the other
end…we’re able to pick up and move on.” Kathy cares about SAC and wants to make sure that it
can exist after COVID-19, so the pandemic pulled her university identity to the forefront as it
reminded her and others about the precarity of the university.
The dark side of the willing servants for the university are the two participants who felt
forced to abide by the desires of the administration. For these participants, they weren’t choosing
to help the university but felt like if they didn’t do what the university wanted, they would lose
their job or be punished. Amir felt the most concerned. He explained when he came back to faceto-face, “I may not be feeling comfortable in the classroom…but I need to do what I need to do
so I don’t represent a liability to the university, and I don’t give them any grounds to maybe
dispose of me.” Juan echoed these sentiments explaining:
My job, may disappear, I understand that. And it's not because I'm a bad teacher it's, not
because I don't want to teach but because it flows. You know the thing is that there is
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more protection up there than down here and I knew where I was right? I knew what I
knew I knew my role and I knew that my neck was closer to the blade than somebody
else's. I was, I was like I said, I was very realistic about it… if I didn't have those options
didn't have the skillset that I have I would probably be more worried yeah. I'm not too
proud I'm not too proud of flip burgers either you know so.
These professors highlighted the harsh reality of COVID-19 for non-tenured professors. Due to
their job insecurity, doing what’s best for the organization became the only clear option to make
sure their job was secure.
The Impact of University Messages on Identification
The results above clearly suggest that during the pandemic professors enhanced their
professional identities to cope with the changing work environments. This process was mediated
by how they identified with the university, peer groups, and their personal connections to the
crisis. To address the second research question of, how, if at all, did university messaging shape
the enactment of identity during the COVID-19 crisis, interviews suggested that messaging
pushed professors to elevate their identities as professors to maintain business as usual across the
university. This was supported by three themes: uniting identities around professorship, working
to keep the ship afloat, and creating disidentification with the ‘top’ of the university structure.
Each of these strategies reinforced professors’ decisions to return to face-to-face instruction and
follow the business-as-usual strategy of the university.
Uniting Identities around Professorship
The first major theme found in our research was that university messages encouraged
professors to unite around professorship. Similarly, to how all professors reported strong
professional identity enactment, all participants recognized the university messages pushed them
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towards professorship. University messaging accomplished this by encouraging professors to go
above and beyond to help students.
Of the professors interviewed, all professors agreed that university messages encouraged
professors to go above and beyond to help students during the pandemic. Participants agreed that
one of the key statements encouraging them to expand their role as professors was from the
University president who asked “each of us to see our jobs as helping students succeed, no
matter what our work entails” and then reminded professors of how isolated students have
become during the pandemic. Professors agreed with this sentiment, that they needed to go above
and beyond during these trying times. In fact, right before my interview with Juan, he had a
student leave his office because as Juan explained:
He felt like he didn’t have a peer group…so I asked him if you want to meet with me so I
use that opportunity to kind of say, ‘hey, how's life going and to see if you want to talk,’
and he's like, ‘well, yeah.’ So we came down to my office and you know, he kind of
opened up that he just didn't have a peer group. And I recognize that those things are
very, very important, and I see and I worry about that more now than I did before
COVID.
While Juan’s story clearly demonstrates his willingness to go above and beyond, other professors
shared similar stories. Clarissa explained, “He was just saying that if students need us, we need
to be there for them in any capacity so if they need us, even if it's just a mentor or someone to
talk to, then we need to be there for them.” Brett put it bluntly, the message, “just means being a
human. They need help, help them out.” Overall, professors agreed that university messages
were encouraging them to take extra steps to help students with new challenges that emerged
during the pandemic.
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Emphasizing the Need to Keep the Ship Afloat
Aside from pushes to affectively connect with their time in the classroom—the university
leveraged professors’ importance within the institution through, ‘keeping the ship afloat’
language which encouraged stronger professorial identification. To do so, university messages
combined professors’ prior institutional support with direct pressure to maintain the business as
usual to strengthen professional identification.
For many professors’ university messages united them around the need to get through the
crisis together encouraging them to continue working hard. Josh made this the clearest. He
detailed, “We were doing some extra. But…my view on it at the time was extraordinary
circumstances demand extraordinary responses and I was happy.” For these professors’
university messaging encouraged them to do extra by using their preexisting support for the
institution.
One way the University emphasized the need for professors to help the university was by
leveraging the economic realities of the University within the pandemic. For example, when
asked what the university meant by asking professors to worry about the “long-term health and
successes of the university,” every professor recognized this as a reference to retention or the
general economics of the University. Clarissa explained, “Success would just be keeping
students and not having them leave gradually because of COVID or any kind of financial
hardships from COVID.” Brett put it bluntly explaining:
He's talking about money; it's all he cares about; that's all he thinks about. The long-term
health and successes, whether we get to keep our doors open so he can continue to make
a six-figure salary and get excessive bonuses for the work I do here.
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Relating to the overarching economic situation of the university Josh warned, “…losing students.
We were already experiencing some downturns before. And I think the real genuine concern
is…students would decide not to come back.” Overall, professors agreed that the University
president’s references to the long-term health and success of the university were coded
references to the financial situation of the institution.
These institutional references had clear effects on professors’ professional identity
enactment during the pandemic. Amir explained that these statements mean:
For us to be successful as a university we have to provide the services that they are
paying for. Meaning that if we are changing too much in the turning into an online course
or something like that then they may simply drop out of school, then our long-term health
as an institution is going to be questionable basically, we were not going to be
sustainable.
Juan confirmed the effects these sentiments have on professors. For him, the long-term health
and success of the university was simply an order to, “Show up and teach. I have got to show up
and teach to do some things that I wouldn’t normally do because we need to…I understand the
economics of it if I don't show up to teach.”
Aside from just showing up, the pushes for retention and graduation were so strong that
six participants suggested university communication encouraged grade padding. Juan explained
that to him some of the requests for accommodations were, “asking us to think about our policies
and perhaps be a little more lenient.” Amir agreed with this conclusion detailing, “Somebody
that reads this could interpret it like okay just make sure that you make it easier on the students,
be easier on lessons because that's our job. Our job is to make sure that they graduate.” Clarissa
explained:
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I don’t know if you’ve heard of the COVID curve. So it’s kind of like a joke, but not
really. Where you know if a student is struggling in a class or not doing well give them
even more time… The main thing emphasized for retention was just making sure that we
weren’t making our students’ lives harder.
Even though she said she, “didn’t like the COVID curve”, and claimed not to have adjusted
students’ grades because of the pandemic she was convinced that within her department, “I think
some professors definitely did.” Taken together the references to the university’s financial
solvency encouraged more stable identity enactment which might limit student enrollment
declines.
Creating Disidentification with the ‘Top’
Likely by accident, the University successfully created disidentification with themselves
in a way that encouraged professors to identify more strongly with their profession. This
occurred in two unique ways. First, by implementing inconsistent health policies the University
created various levels of dissatisfaction with the administration’s health stances. This encouraged
professors to ‘step it up’ to become a beacon for the health policies they felt were best. While
this created harm to other university goals, the results suggested this disidentification with health
policies was a significant driver in professional identity enactment. Aside from health-based
disidentification, University messaging created a sense of coldness which caused professors to
think the university was overly focused on money at the expense of other goals. Finally, the
university messaging pushed authority into workgroups which created disidentification with the
top of the university structure.
Health messages were a major source of disidentification during the pandemic. Due to the
sociopolitical complexities of COVID-19 professors took issue with various specific health
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policies. Seven participants expressed dissatisfaction with university health policies. These issues
were separated between those who wanted the university to address COVID more vigorously and
those who felt like the University was overstepping its bounds. For example, Brett felt like the
university was ignoring actual health professionals. He bemoaned:
It’s absolutely ridiculous. Somebody like my colleague [Name Redacted], who is a
biologist and knows more about viruses than anybody else on this campus has ever
known has never been involved in any of the discussions or policies that were passed out
for the university. They've got a wealth of knowledge in the PhDs walking around the
biology department and the health and human services department, they work on
epidemiology and how diseases spread and transfer, you know transduction of disease,
and I mean it's it's amazing to me that none of these resources were tapped into on
campus.
Brett felt like as a scientist the university had ignored the right resources to best solve the
pandemic. Juan reiterated this idea. He felt like the university lacked consistency in its
implementation of health policies, constantly making him fear a change. He detailed, “It's like
the President was going to say no masks ever you know we thought there was gonna be this
music that just came out of nowhere.” This stress made him feel like he needed to go out of his
way to explain the benefits of masks to students so they would want to wear them even if they
weren’t required. Samantha recalled a faculty member who was fired last year over scientific
data. She explained how this professor was, “treated unjustly. And they [the university] were
unhappy with him, putting facts out into the world about COVID with numbers and asking
questions about what our real COVID numbers were.” Overall, these professors felt like the
university had put real COVID concerns behind other considerations. Conversely, some
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professors were mad that the university was even encouraging COVID-19 protections. Clarissa
explained:
One thing that rubbed me the wrong way about the COVID messages was…if you did get
the vaccine you’re put into this drawing where you can win prizes…That to me is a little
bit discriminatory, I mean we don’t really do that with any other stuff that has to do with
HIPPA stuff… When you make one group feel you know less than for not making the
decision that you're pushing, I think that that's where you cause kind of a divide in the
population.
For Clarissa how the university handled COVID-19 did not match expectations for how the
university should handle faculties’ medical information so it caused her to disidentify with the
university COVID-19 response. Overall, the complexities of the pandemic caused numerous
participants to disidentify with the university because of disparate health policies.
Another vector for disidentification was the University’s dependence on students as
customers during the pandemic which university messaging reinforced. For example, early on in
the pandemic university messages highlighted student surveys to justify recommendations for
professors teaching modalities. Amir explained:
The nature of the business has made it where the students have a little bit more say…if
we read between the lines, the first thing is that they are serving incoming freshman. So
these are the opinions of 17 and 18-year-olds, right? Who have a very different level of
risk assessment and who are maybe speaking just for themselves and not the entire unit
university as a whole… Now, having said that, we understand the nature of the business
this business has moved from being a public good to kind of a private… We understand
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that the customer is just always first, so it is it's kind of a weird position to be in at that
point.
For Amir the economic model of the university made faculty feel like their needs were being
sidelined. This coupled with professors not agreeing with specific policies created an
environment rife for disidentification.
Aside from issues created in the health decision-making process—disidentification
occurred due to the university’s intense concern for money. Samantha lamented, “I think it’s
about finances, and that is about all…we were told it was going to be face to face, yet we
didn't…get a lot of answers until August…again finances and lack of support is what it feels
like.” Here for Samantha, because core decisions during COVID felt overly focused on finances
it undermined her feelings of identification with the university by creating feelings of nonsupport. Brett echoed these sentiments stating, “It’s pretty easy to read between the lines on these
statements all that really mattered was we can't lose students over this. I'm not going to get a
$50,000 bonus next year if we start losing students.” Being upset about financing controlling
university decisions extended to faculty feeling in control of their classrooms. This dependence
on students is what motivated many professors to feel like there was a COVID curve in place.
Lance thought university concerns about retention created the so-called ‘COVID-curve.’ This
stressed Lance out because it made him worry about what’s to come because he expects to see,
“gaps right now because students aren’t going to be there where they should be in these upperlevel classes.” In Lance’s view, the university allowed for many students who, “purely took
advantage of the situation,” for which he now must make up for. As a result, the practical effect
of the university’s dependence on finances forced the university to cater to the best option for
retention which many professors felt betrayed the university’s core purpose.
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Taken together the findings emphasize professors’ push towards professionalism. From
university messages that encouraged professors to go the extra mile, to professors who felt like
working harder was societally needed; the research clearly shows the pandemic reified
professors’ professional identities. The section that follows will draw important implications
about what it means to care so much about being a ‘good worker.’
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The purpose of this study was to explore how professors’ identities changed since the
start of the pandemic by asking the following research questions. First, this paper explored how
professors’ identities were enacted during the COVID-19 pandemic. In answering this question,
the study suggests professors emphasize different parts of their identity to reconcile identarian
tensions which emerge due to decisions made during the pandemic. This finding was supported
by four themes that highlighted the identity shifts: balancing personal identities under
professional pressure, professional identities taking a driver’s seat, and workgroups keeping each
other safe, and doing what the organization needs.
Next, this paper addressed how, if at all, University rhetoric shaped the enactment of
identity during the COVID-19 crisis. Participants showed University messages reinforced
changes to their identities during the crisis by encouraging professors to maintain business as
usual. This finding was supported by three themes that highlighted how university messages
reinforced business as usual changes in professional identities by: uniting professors around
professorship, emphasizing the need to keep the ship afloat, and creating disidentification with
the top. The following section draws on implications from the findings to highlight how the
findings meaningfully advance the communication literature base.
As a precursor to any discussions of specific findings relative to professor’s
identification, this study confirms numerous studies on workplace identification. First, this study
affirms research arguing that individuals hierarchically structure identities based on which one is
most situationally relevant and socially acceptable (Ashforth & Johnson, 2001; Ault, 2018; Scott
et al., 1998; Hogg & Terry, 2000; Turner and Reynolds, 2010). Specifically, this study reaffirms
Ashforth and Johnson’s (2001) suggestion that workers’ higher-order identities such as moral
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commitments are often forced to change to be made more situationally relevant or to take a back
seat within an organization. Additionally, this study emphasizes Hogg and Terry’s (2000)
argument that individuals respond to subjective uncertainty by forging stronger and more
atomized identities. More critically, these findings of atomization corroborate Sussman’s (2012)
finding that workplaces force laborers to atomize their identity during times of uncertainty to
sustain the labor market.
The Dominance of the Profession
Throughout the interview process, every participant indicated their workload had
skyrocketed toward teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic. Couple this with professors’
consistent referencing of the need to maintain high-quality instruction, and the dominance of
professors’ professional identity becomes clear. These findings should bring to light the
continued importance of Ashforth and Johnson’s (2001) argument that in the modern workplace,
identities are coalescing around workers’ ability to get the job done prioritizing their professional
identities in the workplace. When paired with critical research this finding should be cause for
concern. Christensen and Cheney (1994) suggested two-and-a-half decades ago that, “corporate
capitalism will continue to produce problems” as the public is appropriated by private interests
(p. 232). Communication research which focuses purely on practical advice for practitioners to
increase identification or manage identities often ignores the dangers posed by the reification of
professional identities. The findings reveal some professors admitted they were at risk of the
virus, but that their own safety came secondary to the demands of their profession, further
affirming Christensen and Cheney’s (1994) argument that identity atomization may cause
workers to put themselves in danger to maintain their professional identity.
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Turning to psychoanalytic research this study builds on Wegener’s (2016) study. Their
study argues work (and workers’ subsequent profession) has become so essential to individuals’
sense of self under capitalism, that, “capitalism has created a special capitalist version of the
master…that anyone can become…if everyone works well on it…the ideal worker” (Wegner,
2016, pp. 177-178). The current study suggests that when professors chose to teach in person,
they revealed their subconscious need to maintain their professional identity. This finding is not
meant to be a critique of professors’ personal decisions to teach face-to-face; rather, the study
demonstrates how neoliberal free-market ideology structures individual desires emphasizing
their role in the market. In fact, Wegner (2016) made clear that capitalism’s cooption of workers’
desires is not the fault of the worker but instead central to capitalist exploitation. Indeed, this
study hopes to demonstrate the exploitative nature of in-person instruction to awaken workers to
their unconscious masters (Wegner, 2016).
Aside from the subconscious drivers of professors’ reification of professionalism, this
paper affirms communication studies that reveal the power of organizational identification in
molding decisions made by group members. Tompkins and Cheney’s (1985) studies on
unobtrusive control reveal how identification “reduces the range of decisions” (p. 195) someone
who identifies with an organization can use by coalescing decisions around shared group
premises. As a result, control can subsequently “become invisible” (p. 196). Thus, organizational
communication becomes a tool to reinforce preferred organizational premises (Tompkins and
Cheney, 1985). This study shows how university messages reinforced the shared premise of
returning to campus to maintain a business-as-usual approach to COVID-19. This was enabled
by participants’ general enjoyment at SAC and connection to the university, either within their
workgroups or to the entire university structure. Likewise, the university instilled value premises
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in the form of ‘taking care of students.’ This demonstrates Barker’s (1993) argument that
concertive control “grew from value-laden premises to strong norms, to rational rules for good
work in the team” (p. 435). By emphasizing how students were in vulnerable positions, the
university messaging reinforced a shared value of doing what’s best for students which the
university was then able to draw from to persuade professors to come back to campus since
that’s what students wanted, and what most folks thought was best. So, even though in the
beginning professors felt fully empowered to choose how they would navigate the crisis, as the
pandemic persisted norms and rules emerged that pushed professors to acquiesce to the
administration’s vision for the University.
Crisis Reframes Identity Enactment
Another key takeaway from this research is that COVID-19 disrupted professors’ existing
identities causing them to engage in sensemaking to make sense of their identities within this
new frame of being. This connects this study to others that have explored shifts in identity since
the emergence of the COVID-19 crisis (Stephens et al., 2020; Sun et al.). Likewise, this finding
reaffirms studies on crisis sense-making (Hogg & Terry, 2000; Weick, 1993; Xu, 2018)
suggesting that because COVID-19 is a sustained societal crisis workers make sense of their
changing circumstances by adding societally rewarding components to their identity. Effectively,
when professors recognized they were compromising their personal well-being to work,
participants found a higher purpose (within the COVID-19 pandemic) which gives them an
affectually appealing justification for the choice to prefer their professional identity. This
occurred by enhancing the essential worker and emphasizing societal normalization as an
identification target.
The Essential Worker Enhanced
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The first way was by making their work essential. On the surface, this is shown by most
participants agreeing that they felt connected to essential worker narratives. Identification as an
essential worker has gained prevalence since the start of the pandemic to identify workers who
cannot quarantine during the crisis to honor their sacrifices in the field; traditionally being
applied exclusively to healthcare workers, law enforcement, emergency service providers, and
essential service providers (Généreux et al., 2020). However, this study revealed the envelope for
essential service providers may encompass more than just food and housing providers. The
participants were split, arguing they were either essential to prevent the university from closing
(and then arguing that makes them essential because WKU closing would be bad) or because
they believe college education is societally essential making it necessary to prioritize
instructional quality. As a result, it was less important if participants said they felt directly
connected to essential worker narratives, but, more important they felt like they needed to work
harder. In fact, Stephens et al. (2020) affirmed these findings suggesting the crisis has shown
essential workers that, “they provide the bedrock infrastructure allowing the economy to
function…setting a dangerous precedent that employers can compel employees to perform their
jobs…and not be held accountable” (pp. 449-450).
This seeping of the essential worker narrative into the psyches of college professors
illustrates the power of rhetorical framing and narrative construction during a crisis. From an
organizational standpoint, organizations have long been recognized for their ability to connect
workers with rhetoric during a crisis (Sillince, 2006; Scott et al., 1998). This was undoubtedly
the case within the university in a couple of ways. First, by emphasizing how important
professors were for students’ ability to navigate the pandemic they elevated professorship
beyond just teaching students, towards helping students avoid mental health crises, and ensuring
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they weren’t struggling too much with COVID. This made professors feel more needed than ever
to do what was necessary to be the best teacher, as being the best teacher is coupled with
students’ subjective wellbeing. Aside from just reemphasizing the need to be a good professor
from a student well-being perspective, the university harnessed the economic precarity of the
university to further emphasize professors’ necessity for the university. For the two non-tenured
professors this resulted in direct pressure to return to business as usual during the pandemic. For
these professors, this occurred because professors were already scared about the risk of being
fired that they had no choice but to do what the university needed. However, for the other
participants, references to the economic stability of the institution made their work essential,
even though it was not literally essential for their job. This elevated professors from their
traditional position lower in the university, to economic influencers within the university. This
effectively leverages professors’ identification with the university by making the risk of the
university’s budget being a shared premise for refusing to teach face-to-face or help the
university continue running as usual, for the customers.
Even though the findings suggest that university rhetoric directly shaped the creation of
the essential worker narrative, this paper would be remiss not to mention obvious ramifications
that societal narratives have for a full gambit of workplaces. Pleios (2012) argued, “mass
communication is evolving as a mechanism that encourages and implements…intensive
production” (p. 240). Dean (2009) corroborated, “media chatter not only impacts but also
constitutes official politics” (p. 21). As a result, critical literature highlights how media narratives
can influence workers subconscious desires. Even though connections to media narratives were
not core to participants’ responses, their willingness to identify with the essential worker
narrative, and subsequently act it out, highlights that media narratives potentially influence
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workers. Future researchers should work to prove the medias’ ability to impose narratives onto
workers, given the ways that participation in the essential worker narrative smooths out potential
disruptions to capitalism that could manifest during immense crisis.
Societal Normalization as an Identification Target
The second way professors justified changes to their identity was by affirming their labor
beyond the university context. Rather than connecting their professorship to new mechanisms of
student success, these professors sought to help their students smooth the transition to returning
to life as usual after the pandemic. Many participants made this clear in their references to
normalizing life during the pandemic. For example, Juan was in a household where his children
added danger to his life by being exposed to COVID-19 anyway. So rather than seeing himself
as another vector for infection, Juan began to see professorship as an opportunity to better
prepare the world for ‘normal.’ Then, when he talked about how he felt like he had to be an
ambassador for health on campus his narrative makes even more sense. Holistically, the
sentiment seems to be that ‘I know COVID-19 is very dangerous, but the best thing I can do
during that is show people the way through COVID-19.’ While this idea was not represented in
every participant’s comment, it represents a unique way that identities were augmented during
the pandemic.
Fascinatingly, the idea that professors’ teaching was critical for the community was also
emphasized in university rhetoric. For example, participants recognized that reminders about the
need to move on from the pandemic or look forward were references to the need for them to find
a way to return to the normal classroom setting. Likewise, WKU messaging reified professors’
ability to normalize society. In fact, SAC university’s president issued a statement on November
12, 2020, which almost perfectly mirrored professors’ sentiments of normalization proclaiming
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aside from teaching, “we also have the important responsibility to lead a multitude of community
efforts… thank you for leading and for setting an incredibly strong example for others in our
community to follow” (Caboni, 2020, paras. 4-5). Thus, this finding affirms Sillince’s (2006)
argument that organizations deploy countless rhetorical strategies at once hoping organizational
members will identify with some of them. Specifically, “managerial responses might link to
specific…levers of action that enable the management of multiple identities” (Sillince, 2006, p.
192). The president’s and several respondents’ referencing of societal normalization taps into
professors’ need to manage their identities presenting in-person instruction as an easy lever
professors can pull to become a community hero.
Both the essential worker and the normalizer occupy the subjective position of the
sacrificed by highlighting workers’ willingness to sacrifice themselves to protect other facets of
society affirming McGowan’s (2013) suggestion that individuals use the promise of societal
good to justify personal sacrifice. More specifically, this study affirms McGowan’s (2013)
suggestion that “ultimate enjoyment exists only in a position of exceptionality…experience of
collective sacrifice or loss provides enjoyment” (p. 155-158). Sacrificing themselves for the good
of their community or students brings about subjective enjoyment because it affirms the
individual’s importance. Although the only participant to directly critique another faculty, Tom
made this exceptionality crystal clear suggesting that other faculty “deciding they weren't going
to do their jobs.” It shouldn’t be surprising that most participants did not come out and critique
other faculty; however, the ideology of comparative sacrifice is made evident through every
faculty members’ recognition that in person instruction is essential to some capacity (implying
that people who teach all online are failing the university).
Practical Considerations
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Although this paper is a critical analysis of professional identification during the COVID19 pandemic, this section moves away from ethical considerations to quickly unpack some of the
practical implications for the following: leadership flexibility, health policy, economic pressures.
Leadership Flexibility
First, this study reminds practitioners of the importance of workgroup over organizational
decision making to maximize identification (Atouba et al., 2019; Barker & Cheney, 1994; Lee,
2020; Scott, 2007). Lee’s (2020) study summarized it best suggesting that by empowering
workers to help solve the crisis, “organizations have a higher chance of effectively managing a
crisis” (p. 12). Thus, as organizations continue to grapple with the pandemic this study affirms
Lee’s (2020) argument that organizations should allow workers to have some control over safety
precautions as well as organizational policy decisions. In the university this was effective by
giving departments more control over decisions being made. By devolving power to
departments, faculty felt more comfortable that decisions were being made in their best interest.
As a result, this study found that even if workers dislike higher up administrators, workers often
will continue to stay identified and push on with organizational goals if near-peers are suggesting
the policies.
For workers this creates another important practical consideration. Early studies on
unobtrusive control recognize how distributed power strengthens organizational control (Barker,
1993; Tompkins & Cheney, 1985). For example, Barker described how self-managing teams;
groups which mirror departments ability to make decisions largely for themselves during the
pandemic, have stronger value consensus as workers feel like they had a say in rule creation. As
a result, these self-managing teams can build powerful networks of concertive control which end
up playing towards overall organizational goals. To remedy this, workers need to work to
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leverage departmental workgroups as sites of resistance to university health policies, or modal
choices, rather than ways of implementing university policies. This departure from seeing the
workgroup as a way of working within the organization to a group which the organization
depends on and subsequently can pressure is important for breaking down the power workgroup
identification has to play into organizational desires.
Health Policies
Another practical implication of the study is to reaffirm the importance of Dailey and
Zhu’s (2016) argument that, “WHP [workplace health promotion] serves as a bridge between
personal health identities and organizational identities” (p. 262). Stephens et al. (2020)
corroborated this finding arguing, “safe practices will become even more important…uncertainty
we experience about the virus and its effects on human health is…one of the messages that
public-facing organizations must address” (p. 438). Professors relied on university messages to
make them feel comfortable that their job would be safe. This makes it more important than ever
that organizations ensure credibility behind health campaigns. Returning to the importance of
worker involvement (Lee, 2020), including more faculty voices in university wide health
decisions could be an important step in preventing disidentification during the health decision
making process. Likewise, overtly including retention in discussions of health policies makes
faculty feel like policies are not in their best interest. One recommendation for universities would
be to have a clear set of health guideline across the board. By doing so the university could
invest rhetorical energy in building up the organizations’ ethos rather than relying on the
assumed ethos of organizations like the CDC or the universities COVID commissions’ decisions.
In addition, splitting COVID-19 decision making away from administrators with assumed
financial interests seems like an obvious best practice to reduce perceived avarice among
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workers. Instead of having someone from the COVID task force announce changes to health
policies these announcements often came directly from SAC’s president or provost.
Unfortunately, with countervailing ideas about how to handle COVID abound, it may be
difficult for the university to totally eliminate disidentification. Given that some professors
interviewed said they would have preferred vaccine mandates, and others said they were
disgusted by prizes being awarded for being vaccinated, administrators are in a difficult position.
As a result, just as Dean (2009) reminds us of the media’s ability to impose essential worker
narratives, the complexities of COVID-19 trouble university efforts to implement effective
health policies.
Economic Pressures
Financial pressures were often placed directly onto participants, in the form of fear for
losing their jobs. For several participants this made them feel like they had to put themselves at
risk during the pandemic is ways they otherwise wouldn’t have. For example, the two untenured
professors discussed feeling like they could have been fired if they raised health concerns or did
not quickly move back to in person instruction. Likewise, Juan referenced how he is, “not too
proud to flip burgers” at one point. These statements remind us of the need to better fund
universities to protect faculty from both literal and subjective pressures of endangerment. At
SAC professors had already faced multiple budget cuts with countless positions being cut over
the last few years (Alvey & Deppen, 2020; Mudd, 2019). In fact, every participant referenced
these budget cuts when asked about administrative pressures. Thus, this study affirmed that
perceived economic pressure can force workers to identify with their organization’s goals,
perhaps explaining how many professors justified their modal decision. Interestingly, more
research should be done to investigate if universities that had previously experienced budget cuts
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had stronger organizational identification during the crisis to determine if this is a widespread
trend.
Finally, this study reminds researchers of the effect economic pressures have on
organizational identity management. Specifically, participants corroborated Kopaneva and
Cheney’s (2019) findings that, “perceived economics suppress alternative interpretations of
organizational identity” (p. 486). Due to feelings of university greed many of the pandemic
response tactics the university was trying to use did not connect with their faculty. Although
several recommendations have already been made for how SAC could have better navigated this
situation, this is fundamentally an issue of neoliberal economic policy--something participants
were all too aware of. Amir reminds us, “we understand the nature of the business this business
has moved from being a public good to kind of a private [good].” These economic realities cast a
dark light on navigating the pandemic. As long as the neoliberalization of universities continues
to accelerate, universities will be limited in their ability to both rhetorically manage public health
crises, and well as limited in their ability to truly prioritize student safety.
Limitations/ Future Research
One of the biggest limitations in the study is generalizability. As this study was
conducted within the specific confines of SAC, it is difficult to apply these findings to other
institutions. Specifically, because of SAC’s budget constraints, specific rhetorical strategies, and
relative lack of prestige some of the findings may not have occurred at a larger or more fiscally
sound university. Another limitation was a lack of comfortability among participants. Despite
numerous efforts to find non-tenured professors or part-time faculty, I was only able to recruit
two non-tenured faculty in my participant pool. As a result, these findings are dominated by the
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feelings of tenured professors, perhaps downplaying the severity of direct coercion and forced
labor during the pandemic.
COVID-19’s professional identity augmentation is perhaps the most important
contribution to communication research. Within the crisis communication field more research
needs to be done on workers identification with sacrifice. This research has been occurring in
philosophy and sociology; however, communication research creates a unique opportunity to
understand the ways workers sacrifice their health, time, or resources to feel subjectively
exceptional—and then how they subsequently communicate the subjective impact of their
sacrifice. Additionally, these findings necessitate more research into employee crisis
sensemaking. Although this study suggests COVID-19 augments existing professional identities,
given COVID-19’s massive impact, there is a case to be made that individuals have crafted
entirely new identities within the virus. If future research demonstrated workers are creating new
‘crisis identities,’ new theories could be developed to explain the process behind identity
construction during sustained societal crises. Given capitalism’s descent towards oblivion
(Featherstone, 2010), as well as communication research’s recognition that environmental
campaigns can strengthen organizational commitment (Ӧberseder et al., 2013; Park et al., 2018),
expanding research to investigate how profit-based organizations might craft identities around
their workers ‘solving’ climate change is a troubling, yet important consideration. Finally, these
findings highlight the continued relevance of psychoanalysis in communication research on
identity. Thus, as researchers continue to investigate shifting workplace identities, integrating
psychoanalytic research is essential to continue investigating the complex interplay of
subconscious desires and material exploitation.
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Conclusion
This study of how COVID-19 affected professors’ identity enactment during the
pandemic, as well as, how university rhetoric shaped this identity enactment, demonstrates that
professors identified more strongly with their profession during the pandemic. Likewise, the
study suggests that university rhetoric contributed to professors’ desire to centralize their identity
enactment around professorship. This study departs from organizational communication’s
practical turn over the past decade by integrating psychoanalytic research to better understand
how organizational identification can cause workers to put themselves at risk for the betterment
of the organization. This synthesis revealed that during long-term crises workers engage in sense
making, augmenting their existing professional identity with new responsibilities and roles
unique to the crisis. By integrating critical literature this study also critiques how capitalist freemarket ideology infects workers sensemaking efforts by reinforcing their desire to work. Overall,
while this study has implications for organizations, the main purpose is to reveal to professors
and other workers how their willingness to put themselves at risk for this career is far from
neutral, and instead is imbued in free-market ideologies of exploitation. Recalling Faunce’s
(1989) study on coal miners, this research suggests professors (and other workers during the
pandemic) may be knowingly putting themselves at risk due to the subjective benefits they
receive from working. Researchers need to continue exploring this connection to create
theoretical responses capable of preventing continued worker exploitation during the recent
COVID-19 pandemic and other types of health-related crises.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Interview Protocol in Fall 2020
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tell me about your role in the University. [Build Rapport]
Tell me about a normal day on the job for you this semester. [Tour Questions]
Prior to this year, how much of this day involved your computer? [Experience Questions]
Describe your general sentiment about your time with the University? [Experience
Questions]
5. To what extent, if any, have your feelings about the University changed this semester?
[Experience Question/Timeline]
a. If they complain about online: Is there anything specifically which worsens these
feelings
6. Prior to the pandemic, how much of your time was spent teaching face-to-face vs. online?
[Background Question]
7. Walk me through how you felt last semester when Dr. Caboni announced classes would
be moved online. [Timeline Question]
8. At the time, did you think this semester would be online too, or that that was a one-offevent? [Future Prediction Question]
9. I’ve heard many departments had a percent of faculty that needed to teach in person vs.
online. Were those kinds of expectations a big factor in your department? [Experience
Question]
a. To what degree did you have input into choosing your teaching modalities?
10. Walk me through how you decided you would be teaching in-person classes this
semester. [Experience Question]
a. Were there any pressures at home or socially that affected your decision? If so,
please give an example.
b. What other factors influenced your decision? Number of courses taught, number
of course preps, prior online teaching experience?
11. To what extent, if at all, did the University’s ‘quota’ for face-to-face classes affect your
feelings about teaching in person? [Motives Question]
12. Since the start of the pandemic, how would you describe your understanding of an
‘essential worker’? [Tour Question]
a. Who or what messages have influenced your thoughts about ‘essential work’?
13. How, if at all, do you feel like you fit into the ‘essential worker’ narrative? [Experience
Question]
14. Over the summer, President Donald Trump said, “I would like to see the schools open —
open 100 percent. And we’ll do it safely; we’ll do it carefully.” How do you feel about
this statement? [Member Reflection Question]
15. Have statements like the President’s changed your perceptions surrounding working
during the pandemic? Why or why not? [Experience Question]
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16. Many people have questioned how online teaching vs in-person teaching changes the
difficulty of being a teacher. How, if at all, does your workload or difficulties change
based on different instructional modalities? [Experience Question]
17. How did ‘quarantine’ in the spring make you feel as a worker? [Tour Question]
18. A lot of people express a sense of being ‘stir-crazy’ or feeling trapped when at home all
day. To what extent do you relate to those feelings? Why or why not? [Member
Reflection Question]
19. How did you feel about working at home in the spring semester? [Motive Question]
a. For example, did you ever feel guilty while at home for not working hard enough or
working too much, or spending too much time in doors?
a. If yes—can you speak a little bit about why.
20. Describe the expectations you have for yourself regarding how hard you need to be
working at any given time. [Experience]
21. How do you feel when you fall short of those standards? [Motive Question]
22. Many were critical of people who ‘free-loaded’ off of unemployment during the
pandemic. How do statements like these make you feel? [Member Reflection Question]
23. What kind of instruction do you feel is best for your students? [Directive Question]
a. Why? → Were there any specific things you heard that played into this feeling,
was it researched, or just experiential?
24. Over the summer, the Lieutenant Governor of Texas argued, “"Let's get back to work.
Let’s get back to living. Let’s be smart about it,” Patrick said. “And those of us who are
70 plus, we’ll take care of ourselves. But don’t sacrifice the country.”—How do you feel
about the sentiment that the vulnerable can take-care of themselves? [Member Reflection
Question]
25. To what extent do you worry about your own or others’ vulnerabilities due to covid?
[Motive Question]
a. If yes: What are some of the things you do to help reassure yourself that it’s going
to be okay?
26. Describe any memorable messages from the University that help assure you of your
safety? [Descriptive Question]
27. How, if at all, does the potential of danger at work change how you feel about work?
[Motive Question]
28. President Caboni had an interview over the summer where he suggested that there isn’t a
number of campus infections that would cause students to be sent home. How do you feel
about this mentality? [Member Reflection Question]
29. What kind of incident might change this feeling? [Hypothetical Question]
a. For example, how would a student or faculty member dying of COVID-19 affect this
feeling?
30. On a lighter note, tell me about how you get information about the world. What sort of
media you like or figures you respect. [Descriptive Question]
31. Is there anything else you want to say about working during the pandemic? [Catch all
Question]
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32. If you could leave everyone at the university with one thing, what is one thing you would
want everyone to know about your experience working since COVID started? [Identity
Enhancing Question]

Appendix B: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL NEW PARTICIPANTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tell me about your
role at the University?
How long have you been working here at WKU?
How would you generally describe your time here?
a. Would you say you like your time here?
b. Do you generally like your leadership/bosses here?
5. How did you view your role at the University since Spring break of 2020 (the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic)?
6. Did your view change as the pandemic progressed?
7. How did you navigate the online versus in person dichotomy during the pandemic?
8. What did you think the University expected from the faculty during the pandemic?
9. Did you feel like you were in danger during the COVID-19 pandemic?
a. Personal health/safety concerns?
b. Did your view of your job change because of this?
10. Did you consider yourself an essential worker?
a. If yes: in what way/why?
11. How did you feel upon returning to face-to-face classes?
12. Now I am going to ask you about some specific messages sent to faculty during the
pandemic to hear how you felt about them, or how they influenced your decision making
during the crisis. Is that okay?
13. On May 20th, 2020 Dr. Snyder sent a PCAL faculty an email, “meant to provide a first
opportunity for faculty to identify as members of vulnerable populations so as to
incorporate necessary accommodations and schedule adjustments for the Fall 2020 course
schedule”. Did you receive an email like this from your dean or department head?
a. If yes: How did that make you feel?
b. If yes: Did this contradict expectations you had about pandemic instruction?
c. If yes: Was there any pressure to identify as vulnerable or not?
d. If no: Did you want some type of communication like this, or did you prefer how
your college navigated it?
14. On May 28th, 2020 President Caboni stated, “We know that the COVID-19 pandemic
affected negatively the financial situation of many of our students and their
families…especially in such an uncertain economic environment, reaffirm our
commitment to transforming lives and elevating our communities”. Did this statement
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and others like it make you feel responsible for the community as part of your role at the
University?
a. If yes: How did you feel navigating that role?
b. If no: Do you think other faculty did, or there was pressure to?
15. Also in president Caboni’s faculty all email on May 28th, 2020 he stated, “As we continue
this summer to plan for fall 2020 and beyond, know that we remain focused not just on
the short term, but just as important, on the long-term health and success of our
institution and our WKU Family”. What do you think Caboni meant by ‘the long-term
health and success of our institution’?
a. Did you connect with what you thought president Caboni was saying?
16. On June 25th, 2020 Provost Stevens explained, “The guideline of 70% face-to-face or
hybrid and 30% online is not definitive but seems to be the most appropriate breakdown
to meet the desires of our students. In early May, we surveyed our incoming freshmen,
and overwhelmingly their biggest concern for the fall was not having in-person classes.”
a. Was this message a surprise to you, or deviation from expectations?
b. How relevant do you think student opinions should have been in the pandemic
decision-making process?
17. On July 15th, 2020 Professor Shadoan (the University Senate chair) sent an email
clarifying the intent of the 70/30 breakdown stating, “I do apologize if it felt like we were
hitting you over the head with a hammer. We weren't intending to do that at all. The
target of 30% online and 70% mix of hybrid and face to face was really just intended as a
target and we didn't know at that point how that was going to fall out. It was never
intended to be a hard and fast distribution. It was really intended to say, okay, here are
some guidelines for the departments, now the department heads and chairs need to talk
with their faculty and see how that does work for their faculty individually.”
a. Did this clarification ring true for you?
b. Did you feel pressure to teach in a specific modality?
i. Who was the source? Self-imposed?
18. Following these emails the WKU American Association of University Professors
released a statement demanding that: “Faculty must have final choice with regard to
course modality. Online teaching should not be treated as an accommodation. WKU
should not require faculty to disclose personal or familial medical information as a
requirement to choose an online teaching modality.”, that, “Course loads and overall
faculty workloads will not exceed appointment letter levels.”
a. Did you connect with the association of university professors messaging?
b. Do you think the University effectively accommodated these concerns?
19. On August 24th of 2020 Caboni sent via email, “From the beginning of this health crisis,
WKU has remained committed to prioritizing the safety of our students and our entire
WKU community above anything else we do. As we begin the semester together, we
stand firm in this commitment.”
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a. Do you agree that the commitment was there?
b. Was WKU successful in its attempt?
20. On September 7th of 2020 Caboni sent an email stating, “I am particularly concerned
about the students who have not yet created a peer group. You may have heard me
describe these young people as individuals who may be sitting in a crowd of people, but
are completely alone. Without the typical semester starting events and limited
opportunities to engage in person, their isolation is even more of a threat to their success.
Pay attention to those who might just need someone to notice them and make them feel
part of our community. This requires each of us to see our jobs as helping students
succeed, no matter what our work entails, and our first priority is their success and
eventual graduation from WKU.”
a. What does the ‘helping students succeed, no matter what our work entails’ in
Caboni’s message mean to you?
b. How, if at all, did Caboni’s reference to retention effect your role as a professor
during the pandemic?
21. Jumping forward to later part of the pandemic. On April 15th 2021 Caboni sent via email,
“With vaccines widely available in our area and the majority of school-aged children
back to in-person instruction, the WKU COVID-19 Task force agrees it is time for us to
return to our campus as well”
a. How did you feel about this?
b. Do you think vaccines changed how the University should approach COVID?
c. Does the emergence of vairants (delta, Omnicron ect.) change your expectations
for the University?
i. Do you think they are doing a good job navigating them
22. Were there any memorable messages from University officials I didn’t mention that you
remember?

Appendix C: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL: RETURN PARTICIPANTS

1. Hi, thanks so much for agreeing to meet with me again. For this return interview I am just
going to ask you about some specific messages sent to faculty all emails during the
pandemic to hear how you felt about them, or how they influenced your decision making
during the crisis. Is that okay?
2. On May 20th, 2020 Dr. Snyder sent a PCAL faculty an email, “meant to provide a first
opportunity for faculty to identify as members of vulnerable populations so as to
incorporate necessary accommodations and schedule adjustments for the Fall 2020 course
schedule”. Did you receive an email like this from your dean or department head?
a. If yes: How did that make you feel?
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

b. If yes: Did this contradict expectations you had about pandemic instruction?
c. If yes: Was there any pressure to identify as vulnerable or not?
d. If no: Did you want some type of communication like this, or did you prefer how
your college navigated it?
On May 28th, 2020 President Caboni stated, “We know that the COVID-19 pandemic
affected negatively the financial situation of many of our students and their
families…especially in such an uncertain economic environment, reaffirm our
commitment to transforming lives and elevating our communities”. Did this statement
and others like it make you feel responsible for the community as part of your role at the
University?
a. If yes: How did you feel navigating that role?
b. If no: Do you think other faculty did, or there was pressure to?
Also in president Caboni’s faculty all email on May 28th, 2020 he stated, “As we continue
this summer to plan for fall 2020 and beyond, know that we remain focused not just on
the short term, but just as important, on the long-term health and success of our
institution and our WKU Family”. What do you think Caboni meant by ‘the long-term
health and success of our institution’?
a. Did you connect with what you thought president Caboni was saying?
On June 25th, 2020 Provost Stevens explained, “The guideline of 70% face-to-face or
hybrid and 30% online is not definitive but seems to be the most appropriate breakdown
to meet the desires of our students. In early May, we surveyed our incoming freshmen,
and overwhelmingly their biggest concern for the fall was not having in-person classes.”
a. Was this message a surprise to you, or deviation from expectations?
b. How relevant do you think student opinions should have been in the pandemic
decision-making process?
On July 15th, 2020 Professor Shadoan (the University Senate chair) sent an email
clarifying the intent of the 70/30 breakdown stating, “I do apologize if it felt like we were
hitting you over the head with a hammer. We weren't intending to do that at all. The
target of 30% online and 70% mix of hybrid and face to face was really just intended as a
target and we didn't know at that point how that was going to fall out. It was never
intended to be a hard and fast distribution. It was really intended to say, okay, here are
some guidelines for the departments, now the department heads and chairs need to talk
with their faculty and see how that does work for their faculty individually.”
a. Did this clarification ring true for you?
b. Did you feel pressure to teach in a specific modality?
i. Who was the source? Self-imposed?
Following these emails the WKU American Association of University Professors
released a statement demanding that: “Faculty must have final choice with regard to
course modality. Online teaching should not be treated as an accommodation. WKU
should not require faculty to disclose personal or familial medical information as a
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requirement to choose an online teaching modality.”, that, “Course loads and overall
faculty workloads will not exceed appointment letter levels.”
a. Did you connect with the association of university professors messaging?
b. Do you think the University effectively accommodated these concerns?
8. On August 24th of 2020 Caboni sent via email, “From the beginning of this health crisis,
WKU has remained committed to prioritizing the safety of our students and our entire
WKU community above anything else we do. As we begin the semester together, we
stand firm in this commitment.”
a. Do you agree that the commitment was there?
b. Was WKU successful in its attempt?
9. On September 7th of 2020 Caboni sent an email stating, “I am particularly concerned
about the students who have not yet created a peer group. You may have heard me
describe these young people as individuals who may be sitting in a crowd of people, but
are completely alone. Without the typical semester starting events and limited
opportunities to engage in person, their isolation is even more of a threat to their success.
Pay attention to those who might just need someone to notice them and make them feel
part of our community. This requires each of us to see our jobs as helping students
succeed, no matter what our work entails, and our first priority is their success and
eventual graduation from WKU.”
a. What does the ‘helping students succeed, no matter what our work entails’ in
Caboni’s message mean to you?
b. How, if at all, did Caboni’s reference to retention effect your role as a professor
during the pandemic?
10. Jumping forward to later part of the pandemic. On April 15th 2021 Caboni sent via email,
“With vaccines widely available in our area and the majority of school-aged children
back to in-person instruction, the WKU COVID-19 Task force agrees it is time for us to
return to our campus as well”
a. How did you feel about this?
b. Do you think vaccines changed how the University should approach COVID?
c. Does the emergence of vairants (delta, Omicron etc.) change your expectations
for the University?
i. Do you think they are doing a good job navigating them
11. Were there any memorable messages from University officials I didn’t mention that you
remember?
12. Now that we have gone through those emails. Is there anything else you want to mention
about teaching during the pandemic, that has either changed since we last met or is
important to emphasize that maybe my questions didn’t hit on?
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